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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was the development of equations to estimate fire 
ignitions following an earthquake appropriate for use in HAZUS, using the most 
current and up-to-date data and methods.  No other aspect of the HAZUS fire 
following earthquake methodology is addressed.  Ignitions "refers to each 
individual fire that starts (ignites) after an earthquake that ultimately requires fire 
department response to suppress”. The current HAZUS equation is based on 30 
data points derived from U.S. earthquakes from 1906 to 1989.   

Based on a review of relevant earthquakes and available data, seven U.S. events 
from 1971 to 1994 were selected and the data on ignitions occurring in those 
events was collected on a consistent basis. The resulting data set is the most 
extensive of its kind, with 238 data points.   Measures of seismic shaking, such as 
MMI and PGA, were assigned for each data point.  Ignition data was normalized 
by building total floor area to determine ignition rate and a variety of covariate 
data were regressed against to develop alternative regressions, the most useful of 
which is a second order polynomial of ignition rate (i.e., mean number of 
ignitions per million square feet of total building area) as a function of peak 
ground acceleration: 

Ign./TFA =  0.581895 (PGA)2 - 0.029444 (PGA). 

This equation is the same format as currently used in HAZUS, so that re-coding 
effort should be minimal.  Comparable equations are provided in terms of MMI.  
The new equations indicate a somewhat lower ignition rate at lower intensities, 
and a rapidly increasing ignition rate at higher intensities.  As an example of the 
number of ignitions that might be estimated using this study’s results, about a 
hundred ignitions would be estimated for a city of 2 million population shaken to 
MMI VIII, and over 400 ignitions if shaken to MMI IX.  The temporal 
distribution of ignitions was analyzed and distribution is provided, which 
indicates that about 20% of ignitions typically occur within the first hour, and 
50% within about 6 hours after the earthquake.  Guidance on how to implement 
these equations in HAZUS is provided, and recommendations for further 
enhancing the ignition algorithm by inclusion of analytical methods are provided.  
Lastly, an edited version of the current Chapter 10 of the HAZUS Technical 
Manual is appended to this report, revised in light of the new equations presented 
here.  
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GLOSSARY 

 

ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 

ignition [in context of this study] an individual fire that starts (ignites) after an earthquake 
that ultimately requires fire department response to suppress 

Ign/TFA Ignition frequency normalized by building total floor area (millions of square feet) 

MBT Model building types (as used in HAZUS) 

MMI Modified Mercalli Intensity (denoted sometimes in Roman numerals in text and 
sometimes in Arabic numerals, and treated as a continuous variable) 

NFIRS National Fire Incident Reporting System (see www.usfa.dhs.gov/nfirs/ ) 

NFPA National Fire Protection Association 

NIBS National Institute of Building Sciences 

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

PGA Peak ground acceleration  

PGV Peak ground velocity 

Sa.03 Response spectral acceleration, at 0.03 seconds 

TCLEE Technical Council of Lifeline Earthquake Engineering (part of ASCE) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

HAZUS-MH estimates potential losses due to earthquake, including the effects of fire following 
earthquake.  Fires following large earthquakes have been a particularly destructive agent of 
damage in selected instances such as the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire, the single most 
destructive earthquake in US history, in which 80% of the destruction was due to fire.  Fire 
following earthquake remains a serious problem, as borne out by events such as the 1994 
Northridge earthquake which had over 100 associated fires, as well as non-earthquake large fires 
such as the 1991 East Bay Hills fire which destroyed over 3,500 buildings in several hours.   

Most recently, the significance of the fire following earthquake problem was emphasized by a  
major U.S.G.S. study (the ShakeOut scenario) of the potential effects of a magnitude 7.8 
earthquake on the southernmost 300 km (200 mi) of the San Andreas Fault which found (Jones et al. 
2008):  

Southern California is unfortunately well situated for major fires to be generated following 
earthquakes. The number of ignitions that will create fires large enough to call the fire 
department can be extrapolated from previous earthquakes and depends upon the number of 
households at different levels of seismic shaking. This leads to an estimate of 1,600 ignitions 
of which 1,200 will be too large to be controlled by one fire engine company. In areas of 
dense woodframe construction, these fires if not controlled will grew quickly to involve tens 
or hundreds of city blocks. The fire risk is increased by the damage to the water distribution 
system and by the traffic gridlock that will result from the ShakeOut earthquake.  

The final level of fire damage is difficult to assess because it depends upon several 
unpredictable factors, especially the degree to which fires spread when the fire protection 
services lose water and are overwhelmed. We use the minimum value from the fire estimates 
at $40 billion in damage to buildings and $25 billion in damage to building contents. 

The HAZUS-MH fire following earthquake methodology is presented in Chapter 10, Induced 
Damage Models - Fire Following Earthquake, of the HAZUS-MH MR3 Technical Manual (DHS 
2003).   

Based on a review of that and earlier editions (FEMA 2001), the fire following earthquake 
aspects of HAZUS do not appear to have been updated since the late 1990s.   

The current HAZUS-MH fire following earthquake methodology follows parts of an approach 
first developed in the late 1970s (Scawthorn and Yamada 1981; Scawthorn et al. 1981) and 
subsequently extended in the 1980s (Scawthorn 1987; Scawthorn and Khater 1992). A key part 
of the methodology in general, as well as for HAZUS, is the estimation of fire ignitions 
following an earthquake.  

1.1. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is the development of equations to estimate fire ignitions following an 
earthquake appropriate for use in HAZUS, using the most current and up-to-date data and 
methods.  No other aspect of the HAZUS fire following earthquake methodology is addressed.  
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1.2. Definition of Ignition 

In the context of fire following earthquake, HAZUS-MH’s definition of ignitions "refers to each 
individual fire that starts (ignites) after an earthquake that ultimately requires fire department 
response to suppress”, which follows most previous usage [e.g., (Mizuno 1978; Scawthorn et al. 
1981), see Table 3] and is satisfactory.  

1.3. Scope of Work 

The Scope of Work for this Project was provided by Subcontract Addendum of 12 August 2008 
and consisted of: 

Step 1. FFE Ignition Module Work Plan and Interim report-SPA Risk LLC will provide a 
work plan containing details for each task, project mile stones, and deliverable schedule. 
The proposed work plan will contain enough detail to satisfy the Earthquake Committee’s 
inquiry as to the proposed process for updating the Fire Following Earthquake Ignition 
Model. SPA Risk LLC will be available for communicating status to PBS&J and to the 
Prime customer for weekly reports throughout the duration of this project.  Deliverable: 
Work plan, interim report, project status updates to PBS&J and NIBS 

Step 2. Comprehensive data set on all relevant post-earthquake ignitions-For the purpose of 
deriving new, improved equations/methodology for the ignition module, SPA Risk LLC 
will compile a comprehensive data set on all relevant post earthquake ignitions. These 
data are not a final deliverable but will be documented with sufficient metadata to 
describe data sources and how it was compiled for review by the Earthquake Committee 
established by NIBS and for future technical manual updates regarding FFE in HAZUS-
MH Earthquake Model.  Deliverable: Summary metadata of post-earthquake ignitions 
data compiled.  

Step 3. A set of new equations for estimation of ignitions following earthquakes, as a 
function of building damage and other parameters-SPA Risk will deliver a set of new 
equations for the ignition modeling in FFE for review by the Earthquake Committee. 
Upon acceptance by the Earthquake Committee, PBS&J will work with SPA Risk LLC to 
integrate the new equations. An estimate for level of effort by PBS&J HAZUS-MH 
Developers will be prepared and the integration of the new equations will be 
implemented and tested in the HAZUS-MH EQ Model. Results will be reviewed by the 
Prime Customer (NIBS) and the Earthquake Committee.  Deliverable: New Equations 
for the estimation of FFE ignitions accepted by the Earthquake Committee with sufficient 
guidance or documentation for PBS&J to estimate level of effort and perform integration. 

With agreement of Prime Customer (NIBS/FEMA) and PBS&J, the effort for the work plan and 
interim report of Step 1 was used instead to prepare a final technical report documenting the 
equations to be delivered in Step. 3.  The final technical report (this document) is written so as to 
be easily edited for use in the HAZUS-MH Technical Manual (for replacement of portions of 
Chapter 10).  

For the reader’s information, not part of the scope of the present project but also stated in the 
Subcontract Addendum:  
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After Step 3, additional steps to be performed will require approval and additional 
modification/funding to the existing prime contract by Prime Customer (NIBS/FEMA) in 
order for PBS&J to develop and integrate further enhancements to the ignition module 
developed by SPA Risk LLC to the FFE Ignition Module. 

These additional, optional, steps are:  

Step 4. Probability of gas leakage and ignition for residential water heaters.  

Step 5. An investigation, and possible enhancement, of the limited fire following 
earthquake ignition data, with a much larger non-earthquake data set.  

Step 6. A hybrid multi-phased algorithm for estimation of ignitions (hybrid refers to semi-
empirical, and semi-analytical), which will allow estimation of ignitions under existing 
conditions, and under changed conditions (e.g., bolting of water heaters, or installation of 
gas seismic shut-off valves).  

and are discussed further under Recommendations below.  

1.4. Organization of this Report 

Following this section, the current ignition models used in HAZUS are briefly reviewed and 
discussed.  The next section then presents a summary of all relevant fire following earthquake 
ignition data.  That section is then followed by analysis of the data, presentation and discussion 
of the resulting new equations. The final section discusses the use of the equations in HAZUS-
MH, and presents some recommendations for future activities.  Appendix A of this report 
replicates Chapter 10 of the HAZUS-MH Earthquake Model Technical Manual, revised as 
needed to reflect the new equations.  References precede Appendix A, and tables and figures 
follow Appendix A.  
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2. CURRENT HAZUS IGNITION MODEL 

This section briefly reviews the current HAZUS fire following earthquake ignition model.  See 
Appendix A for the complete Chapter 10 of the Technical Manual.  

2.1. Ignitions 

The current model for estimation of ignitions in HAZUS-MH follows most previous practice and 
is empirical, based on 30 data points from ten US events: San Francisco 1906; Long Beach 1933; 
San Francisco 1957; Alaska 1964; Santa Rosa 1969; San Fernando 1971; Coalinga 1983; 
Morgan Hill 1984; Whittier 1987; Loma Prieta 1989 (see Figure 1).  

Three events provide the bulk of the ignition data, Figure 2, with one of these events (1906) 
having occurred more than 100 years ago.  Figure 1 cites a total of 314 post-earthquake ignitions, 
but the data used for the development of the HAZUS ignition equation is the data in Figure 1  
also shown as a histogram in Figure 2 – that is, 30 data points were used in developing the 
regression that produced equation 10-1, see also Figure 3.  Equation 10-1 is: 

where Ignitions is ignition rate per 1 million sq. ft. of building floor area1.  

The last event on which the current HAZUS-MH is based occurred in 1989.  Since that time, 
several U.S. earthquakes have occurred, most relevantly the 1994 Mw6.7 Northridge earthquake, 
which had over 100 ignitions (Scawthorn et al. 1998).  

Because most of the ignition data used for developing the HAZUS-MH ignition rate relation was 
available only in Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI), the development of the current HAZUS-
MH model converted MMI intensity data to peak ground acceleration (PGA) data, using a table 
as shown in Figure 4.  This conversion MMI-PGA conversion is relatively unusual - no source is 
provided and it is not discussed in any detail.   

Several relationships exist to convert MMI to PGA, among them (Murphy and Obrien 1977; 
Trifunac and Brady 1975).   Figure 5 presents the comparison of the MMI-PGA conversion used 
in HAZUS-MH with these other relationships, where it can be seen that the HAZUS-MH 
relationship is only in reasonable agreement with the better known (Murphy and Obrien 1977; 
Trifunac and Brady 1975) relationships at or above MMI IX.  Note that only 10% of the ignition 
data employed in the existing HAZUS-MH relationship corresponds to this region of reasonable 
agreement (i.e., MMI  IX, Figure 1).  

                                                 
 
1 Actually, the only place this is defined in the HAZUS-MH Technical Manual is in the vertical axis of Figure 10.1.  

HAZUS-MH Ignition Equation 
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3. POST-EARTHQUAKE IGNITIONS: PAST RESEARCH AND DATA 

This section presents the earthquake and ignition data used for this study.  

3.1. Earthquakes and ground motions 

Initially, all 20th century earthquakes, U.S. as well as foreign, were considered as potential data 
sources for post-earthquake ignitions.  Several criteria were used to focus on events for analysis: 

 Only events that had sustained ignitions per the definition of an ignition being an 
individual fire that starts (ignites) after an earthquake that ultimately requires fire 
department response to suppress were considered.  

 Only U.S. data was employed.  Use of non-U.S. data was considered early in the study, 
but was rejected due to most non-U.S. data being derived from Japan, with homogeneity 
being problematic.  While Japan is an advanced technological society like the U.S., with 
comparable safety and other standards, the residential building construction in Japan 
differs significantly from that in the U.S.  A simple example suffices: the 1994 Mw 6.7 
Northridge earthquake in southern California affected a population of perhaps 3 million 
people within the MMI VI isoseismal, had relatively few collapsed buildings, 
approximately 110 ignitions and 67 people killed.  The 1995 Mw 6.9 Hanshin Awaji 
(Kobe) earthquake in Japan comparably affected perhaps 1.5 million people, had 
thousands of collapsed buildings (majority residential), approximately 110 ignitions and 
6,000 people killed (Scawthorn 1996).  Beyond the real issues of comparability of data, 
merging non-U.S. with U.S. data would raise innumerable questions that HAZUS 
management would be called to respond to for the foreseeable future.  

 Post-1970 data was employed.  Use of earlier events was considered early in the study – 
previous analyses including that for HAZUS have used data as far back as 1906, and 
there are some arguments for still doing this.  However, building standards, household 
appliance and industrial safety standards and the nature of the urban region (post-
industrial) argue for only using more recent data.  Because the 1971 San Fernando event 
was considered still relevant, 1970 was selected as the cut-off.   

Using these criteria, seven events were identified with significant data and adequate 
documentation:  

 1971 San Fernando 
 1983 Coalinga 
 1984 Morgan Hill  
 1986 N. Palm Springs 
 1987 Whittier Narrows 
 1989 Loma Prieta 
 1994 Northridge 
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For ground motions, the USGS ShakeMap archive2 provided consistent high quality data sets for 
these seven events, in terms of Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI), Peak Ground Acceleration 
(PGA), Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) and Response Spectral Acceleration (for 0.3sec, Sa.03).  
Note that the ShakeMaps include local soil conditions and site effects, within the limits of the 
relevant databases.  

3.2. Ignition data 

This section summarizes ignition data for the seven events previously identified. These seven 
events are considered the most complete and consistent relevant data set for purposes of this 
study.  

3.2.1. 1971 San Fernando  

The Mw 6.7 San Fernando (also termed the Sylmar) earthquake occurred 6:01AM 2 February 
1971 in the northern portion of the San Fernando Valley.  While approximately 109 ignitions are 
variously reported for the 1971 Mw 6.7 San Fernando earthquake, the data for these events has 
never been published.  The data used in this study comes from information in the author’s files 
culled from the Los Angeles City and other fire departments.  This accounts for 91 ignitions, 
which are shown in Table 5 by location and source of ignition, and are overlaid on the MMI 
isoseismal map for this event, in Figure 6.  

3.2.2. 1983 Coalinga  

The Mw 6.5 Coalinga earthquake occurred 4:42PM 2 May 1983 on the west side of the central 
portion of the Central Valley of California, with epicenter just north of the town of Coalinga.  
Ignitions for this event were documented (Scawthorn 1984), three of which meet the criteria for 
this study, which are shown in Table 6 by location and source, and are overlaid on the MMI 
isoseismal map for this event, in Figure 7.  

3.2.3. 1984 Morgan Hill 

The Mw 6.2 Morgan Hill earthquake occurred 4:42PM 24 April 1984 with epicenter near the 
town of Morgan Hill, southeast of the San Francisco Bay Area.  Ignitions for this event were 
documented (Scawthorn 1985), six of which meet the criteria for this study, which are shown in 
Table 7 by location and source, and are overlaid on the MMI isoseismal map for this event, in 
Figure 8.  

3.2.4. 1987 1986 North Palm Springs Earthquake 

The Mw 5.9 1986 North Palm Springs earthquake occurred 2:21AM 8 July 1986 within the San 
Andreas fault zone in the northern part of the Coachella Valley, north of the town of North Palm 
Springs.  Ignitions for this event were documented (EERI 1986), one of which meets the criteria 
for this study, which is shown in Table 8 by location and source, and is overlaid on the MMI 
isoseismal map for this event, in  

                                                 
 
2 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/eqcenter/shakemap/list.php?y=2006 

crs
Sticky Note
1315 LOCAL TIME - ERROR
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3.2.5. 1987 Whittier Narrows 

The Mw 5.9 Whittier Narrows earthquake occurred 7:42AM 1 October 1987 with epicenter near 
the town of Whittier Narrows, southeast portion of the Los Angeles Basin.  Ignitions for this 
event were documented (Wiggins 1988), twenty of which meet the criteria for this study, which 
are shown in Table 9 by location and source, and are overlaid on the MMI isoseismal map for 
this event, in Figure 10.  

3.2.6. 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake 

The Mw 7.1 Loma Prieta earthquake occurred 5:04PM 17 October 1989 with epicenter in the 
Santa Cruz Mountains in the southwest portion of the San Francisco Bay Area.  Ignitions for this 
event were documented (Mohammadi et al. 1992; Scawthorn 1991) 3 of which 36 meet the 
criteria for this study, which are shown in Table 9 by location and source, and are overlaid on the 
MMI isoseismal map for this event, in Figure 10.  

3.2.7. 1994 Northridge Earthquake 

The Mw 6.7 Northridge Earthquake occurred at 4:31AM. on 17 January 1994, with epicenter 
beneath the San Fernando Valley in northern Los Angeles. Ignitions for this event were 
documented (Scawthorn et al. 1997) of which 81 meet the criteria for this study, which are 
shown in Table 11 for City of Los Angeles, and in Table 12 for City of Santa Monica, by 
location and form of heat ignition, and are overlaid on the MMI isoseismal map for this event, in 
Figure 12.  

3.3. Summary 

Table 14 provides a summary count of ignitions and data sources for the above seven events 
occurring from 1971 to 1994.  The total number of ignitions is 238.   

Since the 1994 Northridge earthquake, the U.S. has been affected by a number of earthquakes, 
Table 15, few of which however have affected large populations.  The most significant of these 
events was perhaps the 2001 Nisqually event in the Puget Sound Area, which had one minor 
ignition.  The 2000 Napa event had one minor ignition, and the 2003 San Simeon event 
reportedly had three ignitions, but none of these events or ignitions has been reliably 
documented.   

 

 

                                                 
 
3 Mohammadi et al should be read with caution, as 41 ‘fires’ are cited in San Francisco, which is misleading since 
each exposure fire is counted as a separate fire.  Note that aggregated exposure fires are one fire event, and are due 
to one ignition.  
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4. ANALYSIS 

This section first briefly discusses past research on post-earthquake ignitions, and then analyses 
the data discussed in the previous section, in order to develop an estimator of ignition rates due 
to earthquake.  

4.1. Previous research on post-earthquake ignition models 

As noted in (Lee et al. 2008): 

The purpose of an FFE ignition model is to estimate the number, locations, and/or times 
of ignitions after an earthquake. With the exceptions of Mohammadi et al. (1994) and 
Williamson and Groner (2000), which use event tree and fault tree approaches, 
respectively, all available post-earthquake ignition models are essentially regression 
models relating some measure of ignition frequency to some measure of earthquake 
intensity…Sparseness of data and the variety of ignition sources have made it difficult to 
model the mechanisms of post-earthquake ignitions, with the result that most available 
ignition models are empirical, and are only valid for situations representative of the data 
underlying the model…  

A summary of ignition models developed to date is presented in Table 3 (taken from Lee et al) 
which compares them by formulation, and Table 4 (also from Lee et al), which compares their 
data.  Ignition models generally into two groups: 

 US only:  only a few models have developed regressions applicable for and based on US 
data – these are (NIBS 1999; Scawthorn et al. 2005; Scawthorn 1986).  

 Other Models: these are primarily Japan-related, although recently New Zealand and 
Chinese researchers have developed models – these latter models typically combine US 
and Japanese data with the few data available in their own country.   

The functional forms of these empirical models are: 

 Power law: that is, y = a xb 

 Linear: y = a x + b 

 Extreme Value Type III: ln (-ln(1-y)) = a ln(-ln(1-x)) - b 

 Semi-log: y = a log (x) + b 

 Polynomial: y = cxn +…+ ax + b, where n is typically only of order 2.  

and where y is ignition rate, x is intensity, building damage or other independent variable, and 
a,b,c are constants. The HAZUS equation 10-1 is a polynomial.  With the exception of (Mizuno 
1978), most regressions are based on at most a few dozen data points.  All regressions use only 
positive data – that is, no zero ignition data are used.  

Not shown in Table 3 or Table 4 is a study using only data from the 1994 Northridge earthquake.  
That study (Trifunac and Todorovska 1998) examined correlations of fire occurrences in an area 
consisting of 29 blocks, each with an area of 25 sq km (total of 725 sq km), in which there were 
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1197 red-tagged buildings and 75 earthquake related fires.  Eight different correlations were 
examined, relating normalized ignition rate with parameters such as MMI, red-tagged buildings, 
and peak ground velocity.   In terms of the lowest standard deviation, the best fit for the 29 data 
points was a multi-step equation which first computed number of red-tagged buildings based on 
MMI and then computed ignition rate based on number of red-tagged buildings.  Almost as 
accurate was equation 4 in their paper, which directly determined ignition rate as a function of 
MMI: 

mI = -37.94 + 5.37 IMM,      IMM 7.07   Equation 1 
 

where mI is mean ignition rate (where IMM  is the independent variable) and IMM  is MMI.  

Very recently, (Zolfaghari et al. 2009) have proposed an analytical approach to model ignitions 
probabilistically based on factors such as strong ground motion, building vulnerability, content 
overturning, utility breakage, etc., as an alternative solution to the statistical ignition model 
currently used in many FFE hazard models. However, they note that quantification and 
calibration of probability functions used in their study still require further statistical data and 
investigation.  As noted above, this mechanistic approach has been explored earlier by 
(Mohammadi et al. 1992) and also by (Williamson and Groner 2000).  The mechanistic approach 
is discussed further in section 5.  

Most recently, (Davidson 2009) has aggregated much of the data presented in the previous 
section, combined it with a number of covariates (many drawn from the HAZUS default 
database) and analyzed the data set at the census tract level in a comprehensive manner using a 
number of generalized linear model (GLM) combinations of the covariates. Her analysis is the 
first to incorporate ‘zero’ ignition data in a thorough manner.  She used two data sets (“A” and 
“B”, the former having about 3,200 data points and the latter including many lower intensity data 
and totaling almost 8,000 points).  From data set A, her recommended model is: 

ln (Mean Ign. Rate) = -15.42 + 1.13xII – 32.48 K%CIT  
       + 0.85ln(xtbldg) + 27.70x%URM  
     + 0.0000453xdens     Equation 2 

 where 

 xII is Instrumental Intensity, taken from ShakeMaps 
 x%CIT is % land area that is commercial, industrial, or transportation  
  xtbldg is total building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
  x%URM is % building area that is unreinforced masonry, default input from HAZUS 
 xdens is number of people per sq km 

Davidson has generously shared her compilation of covariate data with this study (see Table 18) 
and some of it is employed below.  

4.2. Analysis Approach and Covariates  

Fundamentally, two approaches can be employed to estimate ignition rates:  

 Empirical: The most common approach for estimation of post-earthquake ignition has 
been empirical – that is, regression models relating some measure of ignition frequency 
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to some measure of earthquake intensity, see the above discussion. The existing HAZUS 
model employs this approach. A key issue in regression analyses has been the general 
omission of ‘zero ignition’ data – that is, only instances of ignition have been included in 
the data.  Theoretically, this clearly introduces a bias towards higher ignition rates, but in 
practice most researchers have used data representing large aggregated areas (e.g., “San 
Francisco”), so that most of these large regions have at least one ignition, and relatively 
few zero ignition data exist.  However, technology such as GIS now allows much more 
detailed analysis – that is, at a ‘finer granularity’ which, if attempted, results in many 
more zero ignition data.  This point is discussed further below.  

 Analytical: This approach has been employed much less. Examples :  

o (Mohammadi et al. 1992) who employed mechanical and stress analysis of water 
heaters and a fault tree approach to estimate likelihood of ignition;  

o (Williamson and Groner 2000) who employed a systems approach for the analysis 
of post-earthquake fire safety, based on the "Fire Safety Concepts Tree" 
developed by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) for fire protection 
in structures.  This was enhanced with Scenario-based Goal Decomposition 
(SGD) and Influence Diagrams to allow the calculation of probabilities and a 
general model of fire ignition related to gas and electrical service during 
earthquakes.   

o (Zolfaghari et al. 2009) who employed an approach similar to the two above.  

This project proposed a ‘hybrid’ approach (see Scope of Work), combining both empirical (Steps 
1-3) and analytical approaches (Steps 4-6).  Steps 1-3 were authorized, so that this report 
presents the results of the empirical approach.  That is, the approach employed here is a 
statistical analysis of the form y = f(x)  where y is normalized ignition rate and x is some measure 
of earthquake effect, such as shaking intensity, building damage, etc.  

The specific approach employed in this study was to overlay the ignition data discussed above on 
a relatively detailed mesh of the areas affected in each event, thereby determining ignition rates 
normalized by some measure of the exposure.  Where previous studies had used ‘city’ sized data 
points, meshes considered for this study were regular grids (e.g., 1 km. square), census tracts, fire 
battalion districts and postal codes.  After some preliminary analysis, census tracts were chosen 
as the level of granularity for the analysis.  For such a fine mesh, only a few tracts had more than 
one ignition.  For the seven event data sets, use of census tracts resulted in a large number of 
tracts.  Two criteria were employed to identify a more meaningful set of tracts: 

 Intensity: only tracts experiencing MMI VI or greater were employed.  Previous analyses 
has shown that at MMI VI or less ignition rates are negligible – inclusion of tracts with 
less than MMI VI shaking would result in a weak ‘signal-noise’ ratio for the analysis.  
Culling tracts with MMI VI or less resulted in loss of a few ignition points.  

 Population Density: only census tracts with population density of 3,000 persons per 
square kilometer or greater were employed in the analysis.  The reason for this is that 
tracts with sparser population will again have a weak ‘signal-noise’ ratio and, more 
importantly, the fire following earthquake problem is relatively negligible in such 
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sparsely populated tracts, as fire spread is typically nil.  An additional consideration is 
that only in moderately or greater populated areas are there sufficient concentrations of 
housing and infrastructure to result in significant ignition rates.  For reference: 

o  Los Angeles - the average population density of the entire City of Los Angeles is 
3,168 per sq. km. (total 2006 population 3,849,378 and total area 1,290.6 sq. km.), 
with some census tracts having densities of 18,000 per sq. km.  

o Berkeley (Alameda County) has a population density of 3,792 

o City of San Francisco as a population density of 6,607 per sq. km, with some 
tracts over 20,000.  

In effect, these two criteria (MMI  VI, population density  3,000 per sq. km.) restricted the 
analysis to urban settings where fire following earthquake is a concern.  Using these two criteria 
reduced the number of census tracts for the seven events to 1,435.  For this group of census 
tracts, the frequency distribution of MMI is shown in Figure 13 and for PGA in Figure 14.  Note 
that virtually 100% of the data set experienced ground motions greater than 0.2g.  Since some of 
the census tracts had experienced more than one ignition in an earthquake, the resulting number 
of census tracts with ignition data is 155, or about 10.8% of the data set.  That is, 1,380 tracts 
(89.2%) are ‘zero-ignition’ points.   

The next consideration for the analysis is what to correlate these 1,435 ignition/non-ignition data 
points with – that is, what covariates?   

As mentioned above, Davidson has compiled a data set of relevant covariates at the census tract 
level, such as population and land use data, and floor area (absolute and percentage) and HAZUS 
deterministic estimates of damage for most relevant Model Building Types (MBTs), see Table 
18.  This data set formed the foundation for the covariate data set for this study.  The data set was 
adjusted in several ways – for example, since the HAZUS-MH exposure database is as of 2000, 
building floor areas were adjusted in earlier years based on average California population 
growth, Table 16.   

4.3. Ignition Rate 

In summary, for each census tract the analysis normalized the number of ignitions by several 
measures, including (a) building total floor area, for all buildings, and for various combinations 
of MBTs (e.g., total floor area for only wood framed buildings; total floor area for wood framed 
and unreinforced masonry buildings, etc); (b) similarly, weighted averages of various 
combinations of total floor area of damaged buildings; and (c) other socio-economic measures, 
such as population, and built-upness (total floor area density).    

Each of these measures were regressed against the several measures of ground motion (MMI, 
PGA, PGV, Sa.03), for a number of functional forms – linear, polynomial, semi-log, and power 
law.  The criterion for best fit was correlation coefficient.   

While a number of combinations of covariates were examined, the best result was a polynomial 
equation relating ignitions per million sq. ft. of total floor area, with PGA – basically, the same 
format as currently used in HAZUS.  The specific equation is: 
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Ign./TFA =  0.581895 (PGA)2 - 0.029444 (PGA)  R2 = 0.084  Equation 3 

 

where Ign/TFA is the mean number of ignitions per million sq. ft. of building total floor area in 
the area of interest (e.g., census tract, although the equation is applicable to any area).  Figure 15 
is a plot of the data and regression, while Figure 16 is a plot of the residuals (1+ observation – 
regression), for Equation 3.   Also shown in the figure is the distribution of the residuals 
compared with  normal and lognormal distribution, indicating that the residuals may reasonably 
be approximated by a lognormal distribution about the regression, with a standard deviation of 
the ln (1 + observation-regression) = 0.12.  As compared with a normal distribution, the actual 
distribution is more skewed and with higher kurtosis, as would be expected for a data set with 
90% zero ignitions.  

If MMI is the preferred measure of ground motion, the comparable4 equation is: 

 

Ign/TFA = 0.0277 (MMI)2 - 0.338 (MMI) + 1.0449   R2 = 0.11  Equation 4 

 

Because “millions of square feet of building total floor area” is an unfamiliar measure, the term 
SFED (single family equivalent dwellings) was introduced in the 1980s (Scawthorn 1987) to 
better communicate to lay persons the relative number of fires an earthquake might cause.  SFED 
is determined by simply dividing the total floor area in an area of interest, by the equivalent floor 
area of average dwellings, taken as 1,500 sq. ft. per dwelling, so that 1 million sq. ft. of building 
floor area is equivalent to 667 SFED.  Equation 3 in terms of SFED is then: 

 

Ign/(thousand SFED) = 0.04155 (MMI)2 – 0.507 (MMI) + 1.5674   Equation 5 

 

where SFED is family equivalent dwellings (i.e., 1 thousand SFED = 1.5 million sq. ft. of total 
building floor area).   

Also useful for communicating the relative risk of fire following earthquake is to express the 
ignition rate in terms of 1 ignition per “x” SFED.  The rule of thumb developed in the 1980s is 
shown in Table 17, together with the numbers calculated per equations 2 and 3.   

Lastly, Figure 17 compares Equation (2) with the current equation in HAZUS. Comparing the 
HAZUS and this Study’s equations, the effect of large numbers of ‘zero’ ignitions at lower 
intensities, and the effect of significant numbers of ignitions at higher intensities with fewer non-
zero data, can be observed – note that the functional form in both cases is a second order 
polynomial, so that choice of functional form is not a factor in the convex / concave differing 
nature of the two curves.  The current HAZUS equation, with only 30 data points, had equal 
weighting of low and high ignition rates (in low and high intensity areas), whereas using a finer 
mesh results in differential and more realistic weighting.  The net effect is that this Study’s 

                                                 
 
4 This result is an independent regression, not just a transformation using an MMI-PGA relation.  
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Equation 3 estimates somewhat lower ignition rates in lower intensity areas, and significantly 
higher ignition rates in very high intensity areas.   

4.4. Temporal Distribution 

An important question for emergency responders and managers, as well as important 
consideration to include in the HAZUS model, is the temporal distribution of ignitions – that is, 
how soon after the earthquake do they occur? 

Report times are available for 119 events in the data set.  It is important to emphasize this data is 
not time of ignition, but rather the recorded time of the report being received – the ignition will 
have occurred earlier, in some cases many tens of minutes earlier [e.g., the Marina fire in the 
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, see (Scawthorn 1991)].  The 119 data points were normalized and 
plotted versus time following the earthquake, as shown in Figure 18.   

Table 19 is the same data presented in perhaps a more useful manner – it shows that about 20% 
of the ignitions will have occurred within the first hour, about half will occurred within 6 hours, 
and almost all by the end of the first day.  Note that while fire departments typically have 
response goals of only several minutes, the time on-scene for a structural fire is typically several 
hours, so it can be seen that departments will be occupied with the first wave of fires as others 
are continuing to occur.  This aspect should be included in the HAZUS model.  

To put these results into perspective, if a city of 2 million population (say, the central portion of 
the City of Los Angeles) were to be shaken to MMI VIII, then about 100 ignitions would be 
expected, or 20 in the first hour, and 50 within 6 hours.  If the same city is shaken to MMI IX, 
then over 400 ignitions would occur, with 80 in the first hour, and so on.  
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5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section summarizes this study, explains the use of the results in HAZUS and provides some 
recommendations for future activities.  

5.1. Summary 

This study has employed statistical methods to develop empirical equations for the estimation 
fire ignitions following an earthquake appropriate for use in HAZUS, using the most current and 
up-to-date data and methods.  Ignitions "refers to each individual fire that starts (ignites) after 
an earthquake that ultimately requires fire department response to suppress”.  Based on a review 
of relevant earthquakes and available data, seven events from 1971 to 1994 were selected and the 
data on ignitions occurring in those events was collected on a consistent basis. The resulting data 
set is the most extensive of its kind, with 238 data points.   Measures of seismic shaking, such as 
MMI and PGA, were assigned for each data point.  A data set compiled by Davidson provided 
useful covariate data, which was regressed against to develop a number of alternative 
regressions, the most useful of which is a second order polynomial of ignition rate (i.e., mean 
number of ignitions per million square feet of total building area) as a function of peak ground 
acceleration.  This equation is the same format as currently used in HAZUS, so that re-coding 
effort should be minimal.  Comparable equations are provided in terms of MMI.  The new 
equations indicate a somewhat lower ignition rate at lower intensities, and a rapidly increasing 
ignition rate at higher intensities.  As an example of the number of ignitions that might be 
estimated using this study’s results, about a hundred ignitions would be estimated for a a city of 
2 million population shaken to MMI VIII, and over 400 ignitions if shaken to MMI IX.  About 
20% of ignitions typically occur within the first hour, and 50% within about 6 hours.  

5.2. Use in HAZUS 

Precisely how ignitions are estimated in the HAZUS code, and employed in the rest of the 
HAZUS fire following earthquake model, is not known to this writer (and not available to 
anyone except the programmers).  Therefore, only a general discussion of the use of these 
equations is possible.  

Estimation of the number of ignitions for a district of interest (e.g., a census tract) is a two step 
process: 

1. First, given the PGA for the census tract, Equation 3 returns the estimated ignition rate.  
Because there is substantial variation about the estimate, a random number is generated 
and used with the lognormal distribution about the estimated ignition rate to determine an 
actual mean ignition rate for the particular trial for that census tract.  

2. Then, the actual mean ignition rate is multiplied by the total building floor area of the 
census tract to provide a mean number of ignitions (for that tract, for that trial), such as 
for example 0.2 ignitions.  Of course, ignitions are integer-valued – they either happen, or 
then don’t.  The mean number of ignitions is then used in a Poisson process to estimate 
the probability of 0, 1, 2… ignitions.  The equation for estimating this is: 
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where pdf(X=x) indicates the probability (probability density function) of x ignitions 
(x=0,1,2…) given a mean number of m.   

To illustrate the process, assume a census tract with 3 million square feet of building floor area 
subjected to 0.5g. Using Equation 3, the average ignition rate is: 

 

Ign./TFA =  0.581895 (PGA=0.5)2 - 0.029444 (PGA=0.5) = 0.13075 Ignitions/million sq ft. 

  

However, there is substantial uncertainty about this rate of 0.13 ignitions/TFA.  To determine for 
this trial the actual mean ignition rate, generate a random number, say 0.762.   The standard 
normal variate corresponding to a CDF=0.762 is 0.71 standard deviations. Given the residuals 
are approximately lognormally distributed (Figure 16) with the standard deviation of the 
logarithm of the residual being 0.12 (σln(resid) = 0.12), then exp (0.71*0.12= 0.0852) = 1.089, or 
the mean ignition rate for this trial is 0.13 + (1.089 -1) = 0.219 ignitions/TFA5.   

That is, for this trial, given 0.219 Ign./TFA and TFA = 3, then the mean number of ignitions is m 
= 0.657 Ignitions.   Equation 6 can then be used to generate the probability density function of x 
ignitions (x=0,1,2,..) given m, and then the corresponding cumulative distribution function. This 
has been done, and is provided in Table 1.  To use this table, generate a second random number 
(do not use the random number previously employed), say 0.421 and interpolate for the mean 
ignition rate = 0.657 in Table 1 between the mean Ign./TFA columns headed 0.6 and 0.7, to find 
the value exceeding the random number 0.421, and the corresponding number of Actual 
Ignitions, which in this case is zero.  If instead of 0.421 our random number had been 0.921, then 
the Actual Ign. /TFA would be 1.0.  Note that if m > 1, the procedure is still the same – m is the 
mean number of ignitions, not a probability of ignition.  

As another example: 

TFA = 4 (millon sq. ft. total building floor area) 

PGA = 0.6 

Average Ign./TFA = 0.19182 

Random number = .439, corresponding to -0.154 standard deviations (standard normal variate) 

Actual Ign./TFA =  0.19182 +[exp(-0.154*0.12) -1 = 0.982 -1 = -0.018] = 0.1735, so that 

Mean No. Ign. = (.1735)*(4) = 0.694 

For a Random Number of 0.494, the Actual Number of Ignitions is zero (from Table 1).  

                                                 
 
5 Note that (1 + Obs – Regr) was found to be lognormally distributed, with σln(resid) = 0.12, where Obs-Regr is the 
residual.  
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Table 1 Poisson CDFs for use in determining Actual No. of Ignitions/TFA given mean Ign./TFA 
 

 

 

As discussed earlier, the ignitions have a temporal distribution, the CDF of which is indicated in 
Table 19.  Therefore, if using the above process two ignitions are determined to have occurred in 
the area of interest (e.g., census tract), then another random number determines the time of the 
first ignition, and yet another random number the time of the second ignition.  For the case of 
two ignitions, using the CDF in Table 19, given the first random number is 0.275, the ignition 
will have occurred between the 60th and 120th minute following the earthquake (in the 78th 
minute, using the regression in Figure 18), and if the second random number is 0.071, that 
ignition will have occurred at 15 minutes following the earthquake.   

 

5.3.  Recommendations for future work 

This section focuses on possible future improvements to the ignition aspect of HAZUS. Other 
areas for improvement were covered in an earlier report (SPA 2008) 

The empirical approach and therefore the ignition equations presented in this report have their 
limitations, primary of which is lack of explanatory value and difficulty in extrapolation.  For 
example, if a community using HAZUS finds that its fire following earthquake risk is 
unacceptably high, they will have many options – brace water heaters, mandate seismic gas shut-
off valves, reinforce their water system, etc.  Deciding which measure is best involves benefit-
cost calculations, and the user may wish to use HAZUS to determine the benefit of bracing water 
heaters, or mandating seismic gas shut-off valves. However, the present equation does not enable 
the user to answer these and other important and reasonable questions.  Limitations of data (how 
many water heaters were braced in Northridge? – we’ll never know) and experience (there were 
no seismic gas shut-off valves in Coalinga) mean that the empirical approach can’t answer these 
kinds of questions, in many cases.   

We therefore recommend proceeding with Steps 3-4, in which a systems approach would be 
employed, similar for example to the approaches employed by Williamson and Groner, 2000) 
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and (Zolfaghari et al. 2009).  Due to the data and other demands for this approach, this can only 
be employed in a few cases, where the number and similarity of equipment installations justifies 
the effort.  Such cases include for example water heater bracing, use of seismic gas-shut-off 
valves 6 , seismic power shut-offs 7  and fire sprinkler upgrades.  For such cases, typical 
installations will be reviewed and sample relevant data, such as mass, attachments, fragilities, 
and failure of fuel lines, will be collected and used to develop a model that can then be used to 
assess likelihood of fuel release and ignition.    

Developing even a limited analytical ignition model will result in a hybrid algorithm for 
estimation of ignitions (hybrid refers to semi-empirical, and semi-analytical), which will allow 
estimation of ignitions under existing conditions, and under changed conditions (e.g., bracing of 
water heaters, or installation of gas seismic shut-off valves).  

 

                                                 
 
6 Picture a button in HAZUS which allows a user to turn ‘on’ and ‘off’ seismic gas shut-off valves, to determine 
their benefit for a community.  Its not the same in all situations – dense urban areas benefit greatly, while 
suburban/rural areas much less so.  
7 For use ‘past the meter’, such as being used in Japan. 
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TABLES  

 

Table 2 Selected Ignition Data Summary – 3 US events 
Event No. Ignitions Data Points in Hazus 

1971 San Fernando 149 5 
1989 Loma Prieta 59 8 
1994 Northridge 110 not considered 

Total 318 13 
 

 

Table 3 Comparison of ignition models: Model formulation (Lee et al. 2008) 
See (Lee et al. 2008) for citations 

Model  
(year 

published) 
Reference 

Response 
variable, y 

Covariate, 
x 

Equation R2 

Num. ignitions 
predicted?; 

Estimate time to 
ignition?; Factors 

included besides x? 

Kawasumi 
(1961) 

Kobayashi 
(1985), 
Aoki 

(1990) 

Rate of fire 
outbreaks in 

wooden 
buildings 

(%) 

Rate of 
wooden 

collapsed 
buildings 

lny=0.684lnx-5.807 0.885 
n/a;  
no;  

none 

Scawthorn 
et al. 

(1981) 

Probability 
of fire 

occurrence 
per building 

Probability 
of collapse 
given 5% 
damped 

response Sa 

y=0.00289x0.575  0.724 
n/a;  
no;  

none 

Kobayashi 
(1985) 

Rate of fire 
outbreaks 

per 
household 

(%) 

Rate of 
totally 

collapsed 
households 

(%) 

lny=alnx+b (figure shows 
linear function on log-log 

plot but equation not 
given) 

0.769 
n/a;  
no;  

none 

Mizuno 
(1978) 

Aoki 
(1990) 

Rate of fire 
outbreaks 

per 
household 

(%) 

Rate of 
totally 

collapsed 
households 

(%) 

ln(-ln(1-y))=0.606ln(-ln(1-
x))-6.149 

0.882 
n/a;  
no;  

none 

Kobayashi 
(1984) 

Aoki 
(1990) 

Num. fire 
outbreaks 
per 10,000 

sq. m. 

Building 
collapse 

ratio 

(v1)    
y=0.00356x+0.00031 or  

(v2)   
y=0.00056*lnx+0.00275 

0.756 
or 

0.751 

n/a;  
no;  

none 

Scawthorn 
(1986) 

Scawthorn 
(1986) 

Ignitions 
per 1000 

SFED 
MMI  

y=ax+b (figure shows 
linear function, but 
equation not given) 

n/a 
Ignitions~Poisson 
process(y(x)); no;  

none 

Aoki (1990) 
Aoki 

(1990) 

Probability 
of fire 

outbreak 

Building 
collapse 

ln[-ln(1-y)]=0.606ln[-ln(1-
x)]-6.149 

0.882 
n/a;  
n/a;  
n/a 
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Model  
(year 

published) 
Reference 

Response 
variable, y 

Covariate, 
x 

Equation R2 

Num. ignitions 
predicted?; 

Estimate time to 
ignition?; Factors 

included besides x? 

Li et al. 
(1992-2001) 

Li et al. 
(2001) 

Incidence of 
FFE 

Area with 
moderate 
damage  

 n/a  n/a 

Ignitions~Poisson 
process(y); 

Time~Poisson 
process;   

none 

HAZUS 
(1999) 

FEMA 
(1999) 

Ignitions 
per million 

sq ft of 
building 

floor area 

PGA y=-0.025+0.59x-0.29x2 0.34 

Ignitions~Poisson 
process(y(x)); no, but 
assumes 70% occur 

immediately after eq; 
none 

System 
Earthquake 
Risk 
Assessment 
(SERA) 
(1995-2003) 

Scawthorn 
et al. 

(2005); 
Ostrom 
(2003) 

 Num. fire 
ignitions 

n/a n/a n/a 
n/a;  
yes;  
n/a  

TOSHO 
(1997, 2001) 

TFD (1997, 
2001) 

 Fire 
outbreaks 

by area (for 
Tokyo) 

 n/a n/a  n/a 

n/a; n/a;  
season, time of day, 

locations of fire 
based on presence of 
electrical equipment, 
chemicals, hazardous 
material, & industrial 

furnaces 
Utilities 
Regional 
Assessment 
of Mitigation 
Priorities 
(URAMP) 
(2002), by 
Scawthorn  

Scawthorn 
et al. 

(2005), 
Seligson et 
al. (2003) 

Num. 
ignitions 

per million 
sq ft 

MMI or 
PGA, and 
occupancy 

type  

Table 4-10 in Scawthorn 
et al. (2005) provides y as 

function of ground 
shaking and occupancy 

type 

n/a  

 n/a; no;  
occupancy type, 

random placement of 
postulated ignitions, 
multiple ignitions to 

account for 
uncertainty 

Cousins and 
Smith (2004) 

Cousins 
and Smith 

(2004) 

Mean num. 
ignitions 

per million 
sq m of 

floor area 

MMI y=x-8.5 n/a 

Ignition rate 
(ignitions per million 
sq m)~Normal(y,1); 

no; no 

Ren and Xie 
(2004) 

Ren and 
Xie (2004) 

Fire sites 
per 100,000 

sq m 
PGA 

y=-0.11749+1.3453x-
0.8476x2 

n/a 
Ignitions=y*(total 
building area); no; 

gas leaks 

Scawthorn et 
al. (2005) 

Scawthorn 
et al. 

(2005) 

Ignitions 
per 1,000 

SFED 
MMI y=0.015x2-0.185x+0.61 0.2 

Ignitions~Poisson 
process(y(x)); no;  

no 

  

Ignitions 
per million 

sq ft of 
building 

PGA y=0.028exp(4.16x) 0.2  
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Model  
(year 

published) 
Reference 

Response 
variable, y 

Covariate, 
x 

Equation R2 

Num. ignitions 
predicted?; 

Estimate time to 
ignition?; Factors 

included besides x? 
floor area 

Zhao et al. 
(2006) 

Zhao et al. 
(2006) 

No. of 
outbreaks 

per 100,000 
sq m 

building 
floor area 

PGA y=0.0042+0.5985x n/a 
Ignitions~Poisson 

process(y(x)); 
Time~Weibull; none 
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Table 4 Comparison of ignition models: Data (Lee et al. 2008) 
See (Lee et al. 2008) for citations 

Model 
(year published) 

Range of 
ground 

shaking in 
data 

Ignitions considered in 
data 

Country, number, 
and years of 

earthquakes included 

Num. 
data 

points 

Geographic 
analysis unit for 
data used to fit 

model 
Kawasumi 
(1961) 

n/a n/a 1 Japanese eq, 1923 n/a n/a 

n/a 

Those not 
extinguished 

immediately & that 
spread to surrounding 

buildings 

12 Japanese eqs, 
1923-1974 

114 n/a 

n/a n/a 
12 Japanese eqs, 

1923-1974 
90 n/a 

Mizuno (1978) 

n/a n/a 
12 Japanese eqs, 

1923-1974 
90 n/a 

Kobayashi 
(1984?) 

n/a n/a   n/a 

Scawthorn 
(1986) 

MMI: V-1/2 
to X 

Those that develop 
into major structural 

fires requiring trained 
fire service personnel 

and equipment for 
suppression 

10 US eqs, 1906-
1984 

13 City 

Aoki (1990) n/a n/a 1 Japanese eq, 1923 n/a n/a 
Li et al. (1992-
2001) 

n/a 
Those within 3 days of 

eq 
  n/a 

HAZUS 
PGA: 0.07 to 
0.71, MMI: 

<VI to X 

Only those requiring 
fire department 

response 

10 US eqs, 1906-
1989 

30 City 

SERA (1995-
2003) 

n/a n/a n/a  City 

TOSHO (1997, 
2001) 

n/a n/a 
Causes of fires from 
previous earthquakes 

in Japan  
n/a 

Town, block, or 
250 m x 250 m 

area 
URAMP (2002) Based on Scawthorn 1992, but updated to include Northridge and other data 

Cousins and 
Smith (2004) 

MMI: VI to 
X-1/2 

n/a 

US eqs, 1906-1989 
from HAZUS97 + 
1931 Hawke's Bay, 

NZ 

31? n/a 

Ren and Xie 
(2004) 

n/a n/a 
China, US, Japan 
eqs, 1900-1996 

n/a n/a 

Scawthorn et al. 
(2005) 

n/a Arson not included 
California eqs, 1971-

2005 
59 n/a 

Zhao et al. 
(2006) 

PGA: 0.07 to 
0.8, MMI: 

<VI to X-1/2 
n/a 

22 Chinese (5), US 
(10), Japanese (8) 

eqs, 20th cen. 
65 

City (District for 
ignition 

predictions) 

 



 

Table 5 1971 San Fernando Earthquake Ignition data 

Ign. No. Zipcode Community 
Ign. 

Source*  Ign. No. Zipcode Community
Ign. 

Source* 

1 91030 
South 
Pasadena  

D  47 91321 Newhall G 

2 91104 Pasadena  D  48 91321 Newhall G 

3 90068 Los Angeles  D  49 91321 Newhall G 

4 91501 Burbank  D  50 93063 Simi Valley  G 

5 91355 Valencia  E  51 91436 Encino G 

6 91387 
Canyon 
Country 

E  52 91352 Sun Valley  G 

7 91321 Newhall E  53 91042 Tujunga G 

8 91311 Chatsworth E  54 91042 Tujunga G 

9 91214 
La 
Crescenta 

E  55 91007 Arcadia  G 

10 91501 Burbank  E  56 91770 Rosemead  G 

11 91502 Burbank  E  57 90011 Los Angeles G 

12 91502 Burbank  E  58 90004 Los Angeles G 

13 91506 Burbank  E  59 90250 Hawthorne  G 

14 91506 Burbank  E  60 91607 
Valley 
Village  

G 

15 91505 Burbank  E  61 91344 
Granada 
Hills 

G 

16 90277 
Redondo 
Beach  

E  62 91344 
Granada 
Hills 

G 

17 90247 Gardena  E  63 91344 
Granada 
Hills 

G 

18 90061 Los Angeles  E  64 91342 Sylmar G 

19 90001 Los Angeles  E  65 91340 
San 
Fernando  

G 

20 90716 
Hawaiian 
Gardens  

E  66 91340 
San 
Fernando  

G 

21 90604 Whittier  E  67 91342 Sylmar G 

22 91732 El Monte  E  68 91342 Sylmar G 

23 91776 San Gabriel  E  69 91342 Sylmar G 

24 90022 Los Angeles  E  70 91342 Sylmar G 
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Ign. No. Zipcode Community 
Ign. 

Source*  Ign. No. Zipcode Community
Ign. 

Source* 

25 90022 Los Angeles  E  71 91342 Sylmar G 

26 91754 
Monterey 
Park  

E  72 91331 Pacoima G 

27 90063 Los Angeles  E  73 91342 Sylmar G 

28 90042 Los Angeles  E  74 91342 Sylmar G 

29 91205 Glendale  E  75 91321 Newhall G 

30 91206 Glendale  E  76 91321 Newhall G 

31 91103 Pasadena  E  77 91321 Newhall G 

32 91321 Newhall E  78 91321 Newhall G 

33 90068 Los Angeles  E  79 91321 Newhall G 

34 90026 Los Angeles  E  80 91321 Newhall G 

35 91342 Sylmar E  81 93063 Simi Valley  G 

36 91331 Pacoima E  82 91042 Tujunga G 

37 91331 Pacoima E  83 91042 Tujunga G 

38 91342 Sylmar E  84 91352 Sun Valley  G 

39 91342 Sylmar E  85 91607 
Valley 
Village  

G 

40 91342 Sylmar E  86 91436 Encino G 

41 91331 Pacoima E  87 90638 La Mirada  S 

42 91106 Pasadena  F  88 90023 Los Angeles S 

43 91103 Pasadena  F  89 90061 Los Angeles S 

44 91321 Newhall G  90 91342 Sylmar S 

45 91321 Newhall G  91 91342 Sylmar S 

46 91321 Newhall G      
* Ignition source codes:   
   D = building damage/debris; E = electrical; F = flue; G = gas, S = chemical spill.  
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Table 6 1983 Coalinga Earthquake Ignition Data 
Ignition No. Location Ignition Source* 

1 Coalinga S 
2 Coalinga E 
3 Coalinga E 

* Ignition source codes:   
   D = building damage/debris; E = electrical; F = flue; G = gas, S = chemical spill.  

 

Table 7 1984 Morgan Hill Earthquake Ignition Data* 
 

Ignition No. Location Ignition Source* 
1 Morgan Hill G 

2 Morgan Hill E 

3 San Jose G 

4 San Jose E 
5 San Jose F 
6 Saratoga F 

* Ignition source codes:   
   D = building damage/debris; E = electrical; F = flue; G = gas, S = chemical spill.  

 

 

Table 8 1986 North Palm Springs Earthquake Ignition Data* 
 

Ignition No. Location Ignition Source* 
1 Cathedral City E 

* Ignition source codes:   
   D = building damage/debris; E = electrical; F = flue; G = gas, S = chemical spill.  
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Table 9 1987 Whittier Narrows Earthquake Ignition Data* 
 

Ign. No. Location Ign. Source 

1 Whittier  G  

2 Compton  G  

3 Rowland Heights  G  

4 Bell  E  

5 Pasadena  E  

6 Whittier  E  

7 East Los Angeles  G  

8 Commerce G  

9 Cerritos  E  

10 Pico Rivera  E  

11 Huntington Park  E  

12 Temple  E  

13 Los Angeles  S  

14 Hyde Park  G  

15 Los Feliz G  

16 Encino G  

17 Baldwin Hills E  
18 Sherman Oaks E  
19 Pasadena  E  

20 San Marino  E  
* Ignition source codes:   
   D = building damage/debris; E = electrical; F = flue; G = gas, S = chemical spill.  
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Table 10 1987 Whittier Narrows Earthquake Ignition Data* 
Ign No. Date Location Ign. Source 

1 17-Oct San Francisco  E 
2 17-Oct San Francisco  D 
3 17-Oct San Francisco  G 
4 17-Oct San Francisco  G 
5 17-Oct San Francisco  E 
6 17-Oct San Francisco  E 
7 17-Oct San Francisco  E 
8 17-Oct San Francisco  Flame 
9 17-Oct San Francisco  G 

10 17-Oct San Francisco  E 
11 18-Oct San Francisco  E 
12 18-Oct San Francisco  E 
13 18-Oct San Francisco  G 
14 18-Oct San Francisco  E 
15 18-Oct San Francisco  G 
16 18-Oct San Francisco  G 
17 18-Oct San Francisco  G 
18 18-Oct San Francisco  Flame 
19 18-Oct San Francisco  G 
20 18-Oct San Francisco  Flame 
21 18-Oct San Francisco  Flame 
22 18-Oct San Francisco  Flame 
23 18-Oct San Francisco  Flame 
24 19-Oct San Francisco  E 
25 19-Oct San Francisco  E 
26 19-Oct San Francisco  E 
27 19-Oct San Francisco  E 
28 19-Oct San Francisco  E 
29 19-Oct San Francisco  E 
30 19-Oct San Francisco  G 
31 19-Oct San Francisco  G 
32 20-Oct San Francisco  G 
33 20-Oct San Francisco  G 
34 20-Oct San Francisco  G 
35 17-Oct Santa Cruz  NA 
36 17-Oct Berkeley  S 
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* Ignition source codes:   
   D = building damage/debris; E = electrical; F = flue; G = gas, S = chemical spill.  

 

Table 11 City of Los Angeles FD 1994 Northridge Earthquake Ignition Data 
 

IGN.  
NO. IKEY AT LOCATION FORM IGN** 

1.  9401170101 04.36.38 1118 W 3RD ST 36 
2.  9401178100 04.53.10 15455 N GLENOAKS BL 21 
3.  9401178138 04.58.50 11742 LUANDA ST 0 
4.  9401178045 05.08.02 21601 SAN JOSE ST 30 
5.  9401178172 05.12.36 19443 W VENTURA BL 0 
6.  9401170154 05.19.20 365 W 47TH PL 14 
7.  9401170180 05.26.08 10949 N MCVINE AV 14 
8.  9401178040 05.27.10 15445 COBALT AV 14 
9.  9401170227 05.27.30 2741 S PALM GROVE AV 14 
10.  9401170245 05.46.06 7655 N DELIA AV 0 
11.  9401178273 05.59.54 8801 N ETON AV 14 
12.  9401170275 06.13.00 8901 N ETON AV 0 
13.  9401170310 14.27.00 5842 W HAROLD WY 21 
14.  9401170315 15.01.22 11700 N BALBOA BL 36 
15.  9401170317 15.40.24 2324 S CHARITON ST 14 
16.  9401178059 16.12.42 20033 N GYPSY LN 14 
17.  9401178027 16.40.24 3845 N BOBSTONE DR 36 
18.  9401170389 17.22.40 7820 W DELONGPRE AV 81 
19.  9401170436 18.26.56 1622 N SERRANO AV 33 
20.  9401178009 18.28.04 215005 LASSEN ST 0 
21.  9401170480 18.37.10 634 W OMELVENY AV 48 
22.  9401177004 19.00.00 2400 S BEVERLY DR 15 
23.  9401175006 19.17.48 10763 N FORBES AV 14 
24.  9401176013 19.23.06 3024 S LIVONIA AV 46 
25.  9401176022 19.42.26 42082 S 10TH AV 34 
26.  9401176030 19.52.54 1340 W EXPOSITION BL 35 
27.  9401175035 20.21.44 10630 N LOUISE AV 0 
28.  9401176059 21.49.16 4230 S 11TH AV 0 
29.  9401178207 22.11.24 9250 OWENSMOUTH AV 0 
30.  9401176096 22.19.04 18111 W NORDHOFF ST 72 
31.  9401178243 22.22.44 NORDHOFF / VANALDEN 43 
32.  9401178110 22.32.38 18111 W NORDHOFF ST 72 
33.  9401177080 22.52.34 7138 W GREELEY ST 46 
34.  9401178091 22.55.24 1818 S STONER 32 
35.  9401176129 23.14.52 10157 WISNER AV 14 
36.  9401176134 23.27.06 2517 W 54TH ST 15 
37.  9401175085 17.32.00 9108 W 25TH ST 0 
38.  9401177098 06.27.00 6132 W DE LONGPRE AV 81 
39.  9401177103 06.52.00 2421 N CRESTON WY 36 
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IGN.  
NO. IKEY AT LOCATION FORM IGN** 

40.  9401176172 09.18.00 18100 W STRATHERN ST 17 
41.  9401176181 10.45.00 2134 W 54TH ST 34 
42.  9401176200 12.59.00 17609 W VENTURA BL 81 
43. . 9401175131 06.31.00 4500 N WOODMAN AV 14 
44. . 9401176218 06.37.00 14225 W VENTURA BL 0 
45. . 9401176226 06.43.00 4618 N SYLMAR AV 35 
46.  9401176235 07.09.00 12036 W VENTURA BL 34 
47.  9401176250 08.02.00 14569 W BENEFIT ST 46 
48.  9401177175 08.56.00 10885 N JAMIE ST 0 
49.  9401176257 08.59.00 7237 N ANATOLA AV 34 
50.  9401177053 09.57.00 17515 W ENADIA WY 34 
51.  9401176281 10.07.00 8000 N LINDLEY AV 0 
52.  9401175193 10.32.00 17221 W WILLARD ST 0 
53.  9401170681 10.53.00 6660 N RESEDA BL 14 
54.  9401170721 11.01.00 10490 N ILEX AV 32 
55.  9401170779 11.11.00 9740 N TUNNEY AV 0 
56.  9401170832 11.45.00 14005 W VENTURA BL 0 
57.  9401170883 12.02.00 154252 W SHERMAN WY 32 
58.  9401170964 12.45.00 14424 W TERRA BELLA ST 44 
59.  9401171712 06.26.00 4360 N VENTURA CANYON AV 32 
60.  9401171074 12.30.00 7651 N RESEDA BL 33 
61.  9401171077 08.46.00 154419 HORACE ST 0 
62.  9401171093 09.28.00 15831 W OLDEN ST 45 
63.  9401171122 09.37.00 14037 W VENTURA BL 0 
64.  9401171145 12.00.00 662631 N HAYVENHURST AV 46 
65.  9401171155 06.00.00 19603 W TURTLE SPRINGS WY 65 
66.  9401171177 05.33.00 566 N KINGSLEY DR 14 
67.  9401171186 05.00.00 10845 N BURNET AV 81 
68.  9401171242 04.40.00 1725 N CLEAR VIEW DR 14 
69.  9401171345 05.30.00 890021 N TOPANGA CANYON BL 46 
70.  9401171379 08.50.00 184003 W MALDEN ST 33 
71.  9401171389 04.37.00 17730 W LASSEN ST AV 44 
72.  9401171398 08.45.00 119 E ANCHORAGE ST 32 
73.  9401171411 04.37.00 21213 W LASSEN ST 33 
74.  9401171436 04.40.00 75027 N CANBY AV 33 
75.  9401171442 07.55.00 7624 N GOODLAND AV 30 
76.  9401171467 08.16.00 18309 W HALSTED ST 33 
77.  9401171483 05.19.00 21617 W SATICOY ST 32 

** see Table 13 
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Table 12 Santa Monica FD 1994 Northridge Earthquake Ignition Data 
 

Ign No. INCNUM DISTIME Location HEATFRM** 
1 9400000317 451 00914 14 ST SANTA MONICA                81 
2 9400000319 511 01446 07 ST SANTA MONICA                41 
3 9400000492 1545 00457 LINCOLN BL SANTA MONICA  17 
4 9400001118 1200 03232 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA  15 

** see Table 13 
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Table 13 Form of Heat of Ignition 
 

This field describes the form of the heat which started the fire, as near as can be determined.  The 
form the heat of ignition takes can be an open flame, a hot surface, an arc or spark, or some other 
form. The numeric codes used to describe this data field are given below. 

 

FORM_IGN DESCRIPTION 

BLANK Not specified 
0 Not specified 
14 Flame, spark, ember from gas fueled source 
15 Heat radiated from gas fueled source 
17 Heat radiated from flammable liquid source 
21 Flame, spark, ember from wood or paper fuel source 
25 Flame, spark, ember from solid fuel source 
30 Heat from electrical equipment arcing, overloading 
32 Short circuit, arc from mechanical damage 
33 Short circuit, arc from defective insulation 
34 Unspecified short circuit 
35 Arc from faulty contact, broken powerline 
36 Arc, spark from normal equipment operation 
37 Heat from overloaded equipment 
39 Head from other electrical equipment 
41 Friction heat or sparks 
43 Hot ember, ash 
44 Electric lamp 
45 Rekindle, re-ignition 
46 Heat from normal electrical equipment operation 
48 Catalytic converter exhaust system 
49 Heat from other hot objects 
56 Incendiary devices 
65 Match, lighter 
68 Backfire from internal combustion engine 
72 Spontaneous ignition, chemical reaction 
81 Heat from direct flame, convection currents 
92 Other form of heat 
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Table 14 Summary Count of Ignition Data 
 

Earthquake Num. ignitions in data set Source of Data 
1971 San Fernando 91 Unpublished data 
1983 Coalinga 3 (Scawthorn 1984) 
1984 Morgan Hill  6 (Scawthorn 1985) 
1986 N. Palm Springs 1 (EERI 1986) 
1987 Whittier Narrows 20 (Wiggins 1988) 
1989 Loma Prieta 36 (Mohammadi et al. 1992; 

Scawthorn 1991) 
1994 Northridge 81 (Scawthorn et al. 1997) 
Total number of ignitions 238  

 

 

Table 15 Significant U.S. Earthquakes since 19948 

Date Location Mw Fatalities Fires9 
 1994 09 01   Cape Mendocino, California  7   
 1995 02 03   Wyoming  5.3 1  
 1999 10 16   Hector Mine, California  7.1   
 2000 09 03  Napa, California 5.0  1 
 2001 02 28   Nisqually, Washington  6.8  1 
 2002 10 23   Denali, Alaska  6.7   
 2002 11 03   Denali Fault, Alaska  7.9  0 
 2003 01 16   Blanco Fracture Zone Offshore Oregon 6.3   
 2003 12 22   San Simeon, California  6.6 2 3 
 2004 06 28   Southeastern Alaska  6.8   
 2004 09 28   Central California  6   
 2005 06 15   Off the Coast of Northern California  7.2   
 2005 06 17   Off the Coast of Northern California  6.6   
 2006 10 15   Hawaii region, Hawaii  6.7   
 2008 02 21   Nevada  6   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
 
8 Events < Mw 6.0 omitted (with exception of Napa 2000 event) and events in the Rat and Andeanof Islands of 
Alaska omitted, no matter the magnitude, due to sparse population.  
9 Source: various EERI Earthquake Reconnaissance reports 
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Table 16 California Population Data 
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Table 17 Ignition rates expressed in terms of “per SFED” 

MMI avg Ign/TFA MMSF 
SFED/ign 
(Eqn. 2) 

SFED/ign 
(Eqn. 3) 

‘rule of thumb’ –  
Number of SFED per Ignition

7 0.04 25,974 18,416 12,000 
8 0.11 6,550 5,863 7,000 
9 0.25 1,756 2,703 3,000 
10 0.43 484 1,533 1,000 
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Table 18  Davidson Data set Metada (Davidson 2009) 
Field name Description 

ID Identification number 
EQ90TRACT Earthquake and 1990 census tract id 
1990FULLTRACTID 1990 census tract id 
2000FULLTRACTID 2000 census tract id 
County County that the census tract is in 

Earthquake that the record comes from 
CO = Coalinga (1983) 
LP = Loma Prieta (1989) 
MH = Morgan Hill (1984) 
NPS = North Palm Springs (1986) 
NR = Northridge (1994) 

EQ 

WN = Whittier Narrows (1987) 
Ignitions Number of ignitions in associated census tract in associated earthquake 
PGAg PGA (g) from Shakemap 
PGVcms PGV (cm/s) from Shakemap 
Sa03g Sa(T=0.3s) (g) from Shakemap 
Intensity Instrumental intensity from Shakemap 

PGAgHAZUS 
PGA (g) from HAZUS run (I didn't use this b/c Shakemap was more 
reliable) 

PGVcmsHAZUS 
PGV (cm/s) from HAZUS run (I didn't use this b/c Shakemap was more 
reliable) 

Sa03gHAZUS 
Sa(T=0.3s) (g) from HAZUS run (I didn't use this b/c Shakemap was 
more reliable) 

TotalAreasqmHAZUS Total building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
ResAreasqmHAZUS Residential building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
CommAreasqmHAZUS Commercial building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
IndAreasqmHAZUS Industrial building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
ResAreasqmHAZUSpercent % building area that is residential, default input from HAZUS  
CommAreasqmHAZUSpercent % building area that is commercial, default input from HAZUS 
IndAreasqmHAZUSpercent % building area that is industrial, default input from HAZUS 
Wood Wood building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
Steel Steel building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
Concrete Concrete building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
PreConcrete Prestressed concrete building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
RM Reinforced masonry building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
URM Unreinforced masonry building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
MH Mobile home building area, default input from HAZUS (sq m) 
WoodPercent % building area that is wood, default input from HAZUS 
SteelPercent % building area that is steel, default input from HAZUS 
ConcretePercent % building area that is concrete, default input from HAZUS 
PreConcretePercent % building area that is prestressed concrete, default input from HAZUS 
RMPercent % building area that is reinforced masonry, default input from HAZUS 

URMPercent 
% building area that is unreinforced masonry, default input from 
HAZUS 

MHPercent % building area that is mobile homes, default input from HAZUS 
W1areaSlightsqm W1 building area with ≥ slight damage, from HAZUS (sq m) 
C2LareaSlightsqm C2L building area with ≥ slight damage, from HAZUS (sq m) 
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Field name Description 
RM1LareaSlightsqm RM1L building area with ≥ slight damage, from HAZUS (sq m) 
W1areaSlightPercent % W1 building area with ≥ slight damage, from HAZUS (sq m) 
C2LareaSlightPercent % C2L building area with ≥ slight damage, from HAZUS (sq m)  
RM1LareaSlightPercent % RM1L building area with ≥ slight damage, from HAZUS (sq m) 
MedYrBuiltHU Median year built over all housing units in the census tract 
HuPre70 % housing units built pre-1970 
OHUtotal Total number of occupied housing units 
NumOHUgas Number of occupied housing units with gas house heating 
NumOHUelec Number of occupied housing units with electric house heating 
OHUgasPercent % of occupied housing units with gas house heating 
OHUelecPercent % of occupied housing units with electric house heating 
PeopleTotal Population of census tract 
Peoplepersqkm Number of people per sq km 
Areasqm Total census tract area (sq m) 
LowResAreasqm Low-intensity residential area (sq m) 
HighResAreasqm High-intensity residential area (sq m) 
ComIndTransAreasqm Commercial, industrial, transportation area (sq m) 
LowResAreaPercent % land area that is low-intensity residential   
HighResAreaPercent % land area that is high-intensity residential  
ComIndTransAreaPercent % land area that is commercial, industrial, or transportation  

 

 

 

Table 19 Fraction of Ignition (reports) following the Earthquake 
 

Report Time After Earthquake % Ignitions
1 min 0% 
5 mins 0% 
15 mins 7% 
30 mins 12% 
1 hour 20% 
2 hrs 29% 
4 hrs 38% 
8 hrs 61% 

12 hrs 68% 
24 hrs 92% 

2nd day almost all 
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FIGURES 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Ignition data employed in HAZUS-MH 
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Figure 2 Histogram of Ignition Data used in HAZUS-MH 
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Figure 3 Ignition Rate – MMI relation, from HAZUS-MH Technical Manual 
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Figure 4 HAZUS-MH MMI-PGA Conversion 
 

 

Figure 5 MMI-PGA comparison 
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Figure 6  1971 San Fernando Earthquake Ignitions (n = 91) overlaid on MMI (upper) and PGA (lower) 
isoseismals 

Ignition source codes:   
   D = building damage/debris; E = electrical; F = flue; G = gas, S = chemical spill. 

(MMI and PGA Isoseismals from USGS ShakeMap Archive) 
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Figure 7 1983 Coalinga Earthquake Ignitions (n = 3) overlaid on MMI (upper) and PGA (lower) 
isoseismals 
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Figure 8 1984 Morgan Hill Earthquake Ignitions (n = 6) overlaid on MMI (upper) and PGA (lower) 
isoseismals 
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Figure 9 1986 North Palm Springs Earthquake Ignitions (n = 1) overlaid on MMI (upper) and PGA 
(lower) isoseismals 
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Figure 10 1987 Whittier Narrows Earthquake Ignitions (n = 20) overlaid on MMI (upper) and PGA 
(lower) isoseismals 
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Figure 11 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake Ignitions (n = 36) overlaid on MMI (upper) and PGA (lower) 
isoseismals.  
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Figure 12 1994 Northridge Earthquake Ignitions (n = 81) overlaid on MMI (upper) and PGA (lower) 
isoseismals.  
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Figure 13 MMI frequency distribution for study data set (n=1,435) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 PGA frequency distribution for study data set (n=1,435) 
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PGA Frequency Distribution for Study Dataset. 
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Figure 15 Ignition Rate data and regression as a function of PGA (n=1,435) 
(see text for discussion of variance about regression)
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Figure 16  (l.) Residuals +1 for Equation 3, as a function of PGA (n=1,435); (r.) comparison of 
distribution of (1+obs-regr), versus normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.052, 
and lognormal distribution with mean 1 (i.e.,  ln[mean] = 0) and standard deviation of ln(1+obs-regr) = 

0.12.  
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Figure 17 Comparison of Equation 3 with the existing HAZUS relationship.  
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Figure 18 Temporal Distribution of Ignition Report Times, with fitted curve 
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APPENDIX A -  REVISED CHAPTER 10 INDUCED DAMAGE MODELS - FIRE 
FOLLOWING EARTHQUAKE 

NOTE: This Appendix presents all of Chapter 10 of the HAZUS-MH MR3 Earthquake Model 
Technical Manual, although the Technical Manual formatting is not preserved (especially in 

that tables and figures are placed at the end of this revised Chapter).  Only Section 10.2.1 
(denoted R10.2.1 to indicate Revised) is substantially revised for new Ignition Equations, 

although for context edits (indicated using track changes) are made as needed throughout the 
Chapter. 

R10.1 Introduction  

Fires following earthquakes can cause severe losses.  These losses can sometimes outweigh the total 
losses from the direct damage caused by the earthquake, such as collapse of buildings and disruption 
of lifelines. Many factors affect the severity of the fires following an earthquake, including but not 
limited to: ignition sources, types and density of fuel, weather conditions, functionality of water 
systems, and the ability of fire fighters to suppress the fires.  

It should be recognized that a complete fire following earthquake model requires extensive input 
with respect to the level of readiness of local fire departments and the types and availability 
(functionality) of water systems.  To reduce the input requirements and to account for simplifications 
in the lifeline module, the fire following earthquake model presented in this report is also simplified. 
In addition, while building upon past efforts, the model is still to be considered a technology which is 
in its maturing process. With better understanding of fires that will be garnered after future 
earthquakes, there will undoubtedly be room for improvement in our forecasting capability.  The 
methodology for estimation of fire following earthquake losses was originally developed in the 1980s 
(Scawthorn et al, 1981; Scawthorn, 1987; Scawthorn et al, 2005), and adapted for use in the HAZUS 
Earthquake Model in the 1990s (G&E, 1994).  The Ignition algorithm was updated in 2009 (SPA, 
2009).  The methodology, highlighting the Fire Following Earthquake component, is shown in 
Flowchart 10.1.  

R10.1.1 Scope  

A complete fire following earthquake (FFE) model encompasses the three phases of a fire:  

 ignition  

 spread  

 suppression  

This methodology provides the user with the following estimates:  

 Number of ignitions  

 Total burned area  

 Population exposed to the fires  

 Building value consumed by the fire  
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Using Default and User-Supplied Data Analysis information will provide an estimate of the 
magnitude of the FFE problem, that could be used to plan for and estimate demands on local fire 
fighting resources.  

R10.1.2 Form of Damage Estimates  

The FFE methodology provides the following:  

 an estimate of the number of serious fire ignitions that require fire department response after 
a scenario earthquake  

 an estimate of the total burned area  

 an estimate of the population and building exposure affected by the fire  

By applying the FFE module for several scenario earthquakes, representing different potential 
earthquakes for the study area, with different recurrence intervals, the user can examine the efficacy 
of certain pre-earthquake actions that can be used to mitigate the potential losses from fires in future 
earthquakes.  For example, the user could study the effect of building more fire stations; adding more 
fire apparatus; improving immediate post-earthquake response to detect fires and suppress fires 
before they spread or seismically upgrading the water system.  Since all these activities cost money, 
the user could study which combination of activities is most effective for their communities.  

R10.1.3 Input Requirements  

This section describes the inputs required and output provided by the FFE module.  

Input for Analysis:  

Provided as general building stock inventory data:  

 Square footage of residential single family dwellings (SFD)  

 Square footage of residential non-SFD  

 Square footage of commercial buildings  

 Square footage of industrial buildings  

Provided as essential facility inventory data:  

 Number of fire stations  

 Number of engines at each fire stations  

 Geographical location of each station  

Provided by the PESH module:  

 PGA  

Analysis options input by the user:  

 Wind speed  

 Wind direction  

 Speed of the fire engine truck (after earthquake)  
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 Number of Simulations  

 Maximum Simulation Time  

 Simulation Time Increment  

Multiple estimates for the same scenario earthquake are calculated by simulating fire following 
earthquakes several times. Hence, the user needs to provide the number of simulations that should be 
performed in order to come up with average estimates from independent simulations.  It is suggested 
that the user try 6 to 10 simulations.  The maximum time after the earthquake for which the 
simulation should be performed and the time increment for each simulation are also user inputs.  For 
example, a resonable maximum time could be 10,000 minutes when all the fires could possibly be 
suppressed. It is suggested that a time increment of 1 to 15 minutes be provided for sufficiently 
accurate simulations.     

R10.2 Description of Methodology  

R10.2.1 Ignition  

The first step in evaluating the potential losses due to fires following earthquake is to estimate the 
number of fires that actually occur after the earthquake. The ignition model is based on the number 
of serious FFEs that have occurred after past earthquakes in the United States.  

The term "ignition" refers to each individual fire that starts (ignites) after an earthquake that 
ultimately requires fire department response to suppress.  Thus, a fire that starts after an earthquake 
but which is put out by the occupants of the building without fire department response is not 
considered an ignition for purposes of this model.  Fires that are put out by building occupants are 
usually those discovered very early and are put out before they can do substantial damage.  These 
ignitions do not lead to significant losses.  

Ignitions are calculated on the basis of an ‘ignition rate’, which is the frequency of ignitions 
normalized by a measure of the potential source of ignitions.  For HAZUS, the ignition rate is 
frequency of ignitions per million square feet of total building floor area per district considered.    

Ignition rates for use in HAZUS were determined according to an empirical statistical analysis, in the 
following steps.  

R10.2.1.1 Ignition Data Sources 

Initially, all 20th century earthquakes, U.S. as well as foreign, were considered as potential data 
sources for post-earthquake ignitions.  Several criteria were used to focus on events for analysis: 

 Only events that had sustained ignitions per the definition of an ignition being an 
individual fire that starts (ignites) after an earthquake that ultimately requires fire 
department response to suppress were considered.  

 Only U.S. data was employed.  Use of non-U.S. data was considered early in the study, 
but was rejected due to most non-U.S. data being derived from Japan, with homogeneity 
being problematic.  While Japan is an advanced technological society like the U.S., with 
comparable safety and other standards, the residential building construction in Japan 
differs significantly from that in the U.S.  A simple example suffices: the 1994 Mw 6.7 
Northridge earthquake in southern California affected a population of perhaps 3 million 
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people within the MMI VI isoseismal, had relatively few collapsed buildings, 
approximately 110 ignitions and 67 people killed.  The 1995 Mw 6.9 Hanshin Awaji 
(Kobe) earthquake in Japan comparably affected perhaps 1.5 million people, had 
thousands of collapsed buildings (majority residential), approximately 110 ignitions and 
6,000 people killed (Scawthorn 1996).  Beyond the real issues of comparability of data, 
merging non-U.S. with U.S. data would raise innumerable questions that HAZUS 
management would be called to respond to for the foreseeable future.  

 Post-1970 data was employed.  Use of earlier events was considered early in the study – 
previous analyses including that for HAZUS have used data as far back as 1906, and 
there are some arguments for still doing this.  However, building standards, household 
appliance and industrial safety standards and the nature of the urban region (post-
industrial) argue for only using more recent data.  Because the 1971 San Fernando event 
was considered still relevant, 1970 was selected as the cut-off.   

Using these criteria, seven events were identified with significant data and adequate 
documentation:  

 1971 San Fernando 
 1983 Coalinga 
 1984 Morgan Hill  
 1986 N. Palm Springs 
 1987 Whittier Narrows 
 1989 Loma Prieta 
 1994 Northridge 

The ignition data so identified total 238 and are summarized in Table 10.1, and their distribution 
is shown Figure 10.1.  Ignition data employed in the previous HAZUS model totaled 30.   

R10.2.1.2 Ground Motions 

For correlating ignition data with ground motions, the USGS ShakeMap archive10 provided 
consistent high quality data sets for these seven events, in terms of Modified Mercalli Intensity 
(MMI), Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) and Response Spectral 
Acceleration (for 0.3sec, Sa.03).  Note that the ShakeMaps include local soil conditions and site 
effects, within the limits of the relevant databases.  

R10.2.1.3 Analysis 

The specific approach employed for post-earthquake ignitons was to overlay the ignition data 
discussed above on a relatively detailed mesh of the areas affected in each event, in order to 
determine ignition rates normalized by some measure of the earthquake intensity and exposure of 
potential ignition sources.  Where previous studies had used ‘city’ sized data points, meshes 
considered for this study were regular grids (e.g., 1 km. square), census tracts, fire battalion 
districts and postal codes.  After some preliminary analysis, 2000 census tracts were chosen as 
                                                 
 
10 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/eqcenter/shakemap/list.php?y=2006.  Ground motions in ShakeMap are determined 
using Wald et al (1999).  
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the level of granularity for the analysis.  For such a fine mesh, only a few tracts had more than 
one ignition.  For the seven event data sets, use of census tracts resulted in a large number of 
tracts.  Two criteria were employed to identify a more meaningful set of tracts: 

 Intensity: only tracts experiencing 0.13g (MMI VI) or greater were employed.  Previous 
analyses has shown that at MMI VI or less ignition rates are negligible – inclusion of 
tracts with less than MMI VI shaking would result in a weak ‘signal-noise’ ratio for the 
analysis.  Culling tracts with MMI VI or less resulted in loss of a few ignition points.  

 Population Density: only census tracts with population density of 3,000 persons per 
square kilometer or greater were employed in the analysis.  The reason for this is that 
tracts with sparser population will again have a weak ‘signal-noise’ ratio and, more 
importantly, the fire following earthquake problem is relatively negligible in such 
sparsely populated tracts, as fire spread is typically nil.  An additional consideration is 
that only in moderately or greater populated areas are there sufficient concentrations of 
housing and infrastructure to result in significant ignition rates.  For reference: 

o  Los Angeles - the average population density of the entire City of Los Angeles is 
3,168 per sq. km. (total 2006 population 3,849,378 and total area 1,290.6 sq. km.), 
with some census tracts having densities of 18,000 per sq. km.  

o Berkeley (Alameda County) has a population density of 3,792 

o City of San Francisco as a population density of 6,607 per sq. km, with some 
tracts over 20,000.  

In effect, these two criteria (PGA  0.13G, population density  3,000 per sq. km.) restricted the 
analysis to urban settings where fire following earthquake is a concern.  Using these two criteria 
reduced the number of census tracts for the seven events to 1,435.  For this group of census 
tracts, the frequency distribution of PGA is shown in Figure 10.2.  Note that virtually 100% of 
the data set experienced ground motions greater than 0.2g.  Since some of the census tracts had 
experienced more than one ignition in an earthquake, the resulting number of census tracts with 
ignition data is 155, or about 10.8% of the data set.  That is, 1,380 tracts (89.2%) are ‘zero-
ignition’ points.   

For each census tract in the resulting data set,  the analysis normalized the number of ignitions by 
several measures, including (a) building total floor area, for all buildings, and for various 
combinations of model building types (e.g., total floor area for only wood framed buildings; total 
floor area for wood framed and unreinforced masonry buildings, etc); (b) similarly, weighted 
averages of various combinations of total floor area of damaged buildings; and (c) other socio-
economic measures, such as population, and built-upness (total floor area density).   Each of 
these measures were regressed against the several measures of ground motion (MMI, PGA, 
PGV, Sa.03), for a number of functional forms – linear, polynomial, semi-log, and power law.  
The criterion for best fit was correlation coefficient.   

While a number of combinations of covariates were examined, the best result was a polynomial 
equation relating ignitions per million sq. ft. of total floor area, with PGA.  The specific equation 
is: 
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Ign./TFA =  0.581895 (PGA)2 - 0.029444 (PGA)  R2 = 0.084  Equation R10.1 

 

where Ign/TFA is the mean number of ignitions per million sq. ft. of building total floor area in 
the area of interest (e.g., census tract, although the equation is applicable to any area).  Equation 
R10.1 and  Ign/TFA data plotted versus PGA are shown in Figure 10.3.  Analysis shows the 
distribution of the logarithm of the data-regression residuals may be approximated as a normal 
distribution with mean zero and standard deviation of 0.12.   

R10.2.1.4 Temporal distribution of Ignitions 

The above equation for ignition rates is empirical, and includes fires both starting immediately 
after the earthquake and starting some time after the earthquake.  Empirical analysis indicates 
about 20% of the ignitions will have occurred within the first hour, about half will occurred 
within 6 hours, and almost all by the end of the first day.  Note that while fire departments 
typically have response goals of only several minutes, the time on-scene for a structural fire is 
typically several hours, so it can be seen that departments will be occupied with the first wave of 
fires as others are continuing to occur.  See (SPA, 2009) for further details.  

R10.2.2 Spread  

The second step in performing the FFE analysis is to estimate the spread of the initial fire 
ignition. The following description of fire spread in urban areas is based on a model developed 
by Hamada (1975).  Hamada developed a model for fire spreading for urban Japan.  His model is 
described as follows:  
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A discussion of the Hamada model follows. 

 It is assumed that an urban area is represented by a series of equal square (plan area) 
structures, with equal spacing between structures. The plan dimension of the average 

structure is denoted "a", and hence the plan area is a
2

.  

 It is assumed that the spaces between structures in a subdivision can be represented by an 
average separation distance, d.  For purposes of this model, the separation distance represents 
the typical distance between structures within a single block. This distance accounts for side 
yards, backyards and front yards, but does not include streets and sidewalks.  

 The "built-upness", or building density ratio δ is defined by equation 10-3a.  To put this 
building density ratio in context, a value of 0.35 represents a densely built area, and a value 
of 0.10 represents an area which is not very densely built.  

 Figure 10.2 shows the fire spread in terms of ovals, which is the usual case of fires burning 
through an evenly distributed fuel load, with constant wind velocity.  In the actual urban 
conflagrations, fires exhibit this trend initially, but the final shape of the fire spread differs, as 
different fuel loads are experienced, as wind shifts, and as different fire suppression actions 
take place.  The fire burn area is approximated as the product of the downwind fire spread 
plus the upwind fire spread (K

d
 + Ku) times the width of the fire spread (2Ks).  

 The fire spread model accounts for the speed of advance of the fire considering the following 
variables:  

o Direction of spread. The speed of advance of the fire is highest in the downwind 
direction, slower in the side wind direction, and slowest in the upwind direction.  

o Wind velocity. The speed of advance of the fire increases as the square of the wind 
velocity.  

o Fire resistance of structures. The speed of advance through wood structures is 
about twice the speed of advance through fire resistant structures.  

It should be noted that the Hamada model results in different fire spreading rates in the 
downwind, sidewind, and upwind directions even for zero wind speed. To correct this 
problem, a linear interpolation function is introduced which forces the fire spreading rates to 
be equal in all directions as the wind speed approaches zero.  For wind speeds less than 10 
m/sec, the adjusted fire spreading rates (Kd', Ku' and Ks') are given as follows:  
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R10.2.3 Suppresssion 

The term suppression is defined as all the work of extinguishing a fire, beginning with its discovery.  
The steps in the suppression activity are defined as follows:  

 Discovery Time. Elapsed time from the start of the fire until the time of the first discovery 
which results directly in subsequent suppression action.  

 Report Time. Elapsed time from discovery of a fire until it is reported to a fire agency that 
will respond with personnel, supplies and equipment to the fire.  

 Arrival Time. Elapsed time from the report time until the beginning of effective work on a 
fire.  

 Control Time. Elapsed time from the beginning of effective work on a fire to when the fire 
is controlled.  

 Mop-up Time. Elapsed time from completion of the controlling process until enough mop-
up has been done to ensure that the fire will not break out and the structure is safe to re-
occupy.  

R10.2.3.1 Discovery Time  

The time to discover a fire is usually on the order of a few minutes if anyone is present to observe the 
fire. In modern urban areas, many structures have smoke detectors, and these will alert occupants or 
perhaps people nearby the structure that a fire has ignited.  The following discovery model is used:  

 85 percent of structures are occupied at the time of the earthquake.  In these structures, fires 
are discovered randomly between 0 and 5 minutes.  

 15 percent of structures are not occupied at the time of the earthquake.  In these structures, 
fires are discovered randomly between 3 and 10 minutes.  

R10.2.3.2 Report Time  

The time to report a fire is usually less than one minute under non-earthquake conditions. Most 
people report a fire directly to the fire department or call 911. The 911 dispatchers determines the 
degree of the emergency and notify the fire department.    

After an earthquake, this usual method to report fires will be hampered, either due to phone system 
overload (inability to get a dial tone) or due to physical damage to various parts of the phone system.  
In theory, the fire model could account for the various levels of phone system damage from outputs 
from the communications module.  However, for simplification the report time aspects are based on 
the following methods.    
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Five different methods are considered in determining how the fire will actually be reported to the fire 
department after an earthquake.  

 Cellular phone: The model assumes that 15 percent of all fires can be reported by cellular phone 
taking 1 minute.  

 Regular phone: The model assumes that 25 percent of all fires can be reported by regular phone 
taking 1 minute; 50 percent of all fires can be reported by regular phone, taking anywhere from 1 
to 5 minutes; and 25 percent of all fires cannot be reported by regular phone.    

 Citizen alert: In all fires, one option to report fires is for the resident to walk or drive to the 
nearest fire station and report the fire. This method of reporting is available for all fire ignitions. 
The time to report such a fire is anywhere from 1 to 11 minutes.  

 Roving Fire Vehicle: A fire department practice for fire response after earthquakes is to 
immediately get fire apparatus onto the streets, looking for fires. The model assumes that a 
roving vehicle can detect a fire somewhere between 3 and 14 minutes after the earthquake.  

 Aircraft: In many post-earthquake responses, helicopters and other aircraft will be flying over 
the affected areas. Often by the time a fire is spotted at height, it has already grown to significant 
proportions. The model assumes that fires can be detected by aircraft anywhere from 6 minutes to 
20 minutes after the earthquake.  

The model considers all five methods to report fires.  The method which results in the earliest 
detection is the one which is used in the subsequent analysis.  

10.2.3.3 Arrival Time  

The arrival time is the time it takes after the fire is reported for the first fire suppression personnel 
and apparatus to arrive at a fire ignition. Under non-earthquake conditions, fire engines respond to 
fires by driving at about 30 miles per hour on average.  After an earthquake, it is expected that fire 
engines will have a somewhat more difficult time in arriving at a fire due to damage to the road 
network, debris in the streets due to fallen power poles or damaged structures, traffic jam caused by 
signal outages, and the like.    

The model accounts for this slowdown in arrival time as follows:  

 If the fire was detected by a roving fire engine, arrival time is 0 minutes (the engine is already at 
the fire).  

 If the fire is called in or reported by citizens, the time for the first engine from a local fire 
department to arrive at the fire is between 2 and 12 minutes.  (Under  

non-earthquake conditions, arrival time is usually about 1 - 6 minutes, so the model assumes that the 
fire engines drive at 50 percent of normal speed).  

R10.2.3.4 Control Time  

The time and resources needed to control the fire will depend upon the status of the fire at first arrival 
of the first fire engine.  The model accounts for different control times considering the status of the 
fire.  Since the status of a fire can vary over time, the model continues to check fire status every 
minute.  

R10.2.3.4.1 Room and Contents Fires  
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If the total time from ignition to arrival is short, then the fire may be still a "room and contents" fire. 
These fires are small, and most fire engines carry enough water in the truck to control them. (Typical 
water carried in a pumper truck is 500 gallons to 1000 gallons). If this is the case, the model assumes 
that the first responding fire engine can control the fire.  The engine is held at the location of the fire 
for 10 minutes. Thereafter, the engine is released for response to other fires that may be ongoing.   

R10.2.3.4.2 Structure Fires - Engines Needed  

If the fire has spread to beyond a room and contents fire, then suppression activities require two 
resources: an adequate number of fire apparatus (engine trucks, ladder trucks, hose trucks) and 
personnel, and an adequate amount of water.   

Most fire apparatus today are engine trucks, and the model does not differentiate between the 
capabilities of a ladder truck and an engine truck.  (The user should input to the model the sum of fire 
department apparatus which can pump water at a rate of about 1,000 gpm to 2,000 gpm.  Hose 
tenders without pumps, search and rescue trucks, and automobiles are not counted as available 
apparatus in the model).  

The model determines the number of required trucks as follows:  

 Single Family Residential Fires.  Figure 10.3 shows the number of fire trucks needed to suppress 
a fire, versus the number of structures already burned.    

 Other Fires.  Figure 10.4 shows the number of fire trucks needed to suppress a fire, versus the 
number of structures already burned, for the case when the original ignition was at a structure 
other than a single family building.  These ignitions include fires at apartment, commercial, 
wholesale and industrial structures. From Figure 10.4, it is shown that a minimum of two trucks 
are needed if the burnt structures range from zero to four.  Since only one truck is sent to each 
fire, this leads to all fires becoming a conflagration, regardless of size.  A modification is 
introduced by modifying the requirement to:  

o One truck is needed if the burnt structures are less than 2.  

o Two trucks are needed if the burnt structures are between 2 and 4.  

This modification will reduce the total burnt area since all fires close to the fire stations will be 
controlled and putout by only one engine.  

10.2.3.4.3 Structure Fires - Water Needed  

Except in the case of room and content fires, urban fire suppression usually requires large quantities 
of water in order to gain control.  (The issue of firebreaks in urban areas is described later). The 
amount of water needed is usually expressed in two terms:  

 Required Flow: This is the amount of water needed to fight a fire from one or more fire 
hydrants, usually expressed in gallons per minute, gpm.  

 Required duration: This is the length of time the fire flow is needed, in hours (or minutes).  

 

A term often used in describing water needs is pressure. In the usual fire fighting terminology, 
the fire flows are required at the hydrant outlet at a minimum of 20 psi residual pressure while 
the hydrant is flowing.  
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Most cities use a water distribution system that delivers water for customer needs (drinking, sanitary, 
and other uses) and water for fire flow needs through a single set of pipes. Water pressures are 
usually kept in the mains at around 40 psi -60 psi to meet normal customer needs.  When a hydrant is 
opened, flows through the water mains increase.  In areas of the city where mains are not highly 
interconnected (such as in hillside communities) or where mains have small diameters (2", 4" and 
some 6" pipes), the high velocities of water needed to deliver the water to the fire hydrant cause 
significant pressure drops.  If the water pressure drops below about 20 psi, then fire engines have a 
difficult time drafting the water out of the hydrant.    

The water needed to fight a fire at any given time t (Wt in gallons), depends upon the extent of the 
fire. The following equations are used to calculate the water needed:  

 
Equation (10-5) is based upon the Uniform Fire Code (1991) for single structure fires (NtV = 1) and 
modified for large conflagration fires. 

For apartment fires, the amount of water needed is somewhat higher than the water needed for a 
single family residence, and is expressed in equations 10-6 and 10-7:  

 
. 

For commercial, wholesale and industrial fires, the amount of water needed is higher than the water 
needed for a small apartment building, and is expressed in equations 10-8 and 10-9:  

 

For petroleum fires, the amount of water needed is higher than the water needed for other types of 
fires, and is expressed in equations 10-10 and 10-11:  

 

For all types of fires, the duration of flow is determined by equation 10-12: 
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where D = duration of flow needed, in hours (engines needed) = taken from Figure 10.3 or 10.4  

R10.2.3.4.4 Engines Available  

The number of fire apparatus (engines and ladders) available in the study area is supplied by the user 
as input to the model.  The following information is needed:  

 The number of pumper apparatus engines in every jurisdiction within the study area. The user 
must select the level of refinement of the jurisdiction within the study area. A jurisdiction can be 
set at either the fire station level, the battalion level, or the city level.  

o Jurisdictions can be set as a city if the city has population of about 400,000 people or 
less.  

o Jurisdictions should be set as a battalion (or more refined) if the city has population 
greater than about 400,000.  

 The number of pumper apparatus available from mutual aid, from jurisdictions outside the study 
area.  Mutual aid jurisdictions can usually be set in terms of the number of pumper apparatus 
available within a county.  The geographic extent of the earthquake should be considered to 
decide what proportion of mutual aid that can be normally counted on will be delivered.  

The model tracks the order of detection of the fires. Fire engines will serve fires which have been 
discovered first and are nearest to the fire stations. An insufficient number of fire trucks will result in 
the fire spreading faster which will be addressed later.  

R10.2.3.4.5 Water Available  

The water available to fight a fire depends upon the capacity of the water distribution system, taking 
into account the level of damage to the system.  Parameters that determine the amount of water 
available in a cell to suppress fires include:  

 Available water flow  

 Duration of water flow for pumped water system  

R10.2.3.4.6 Fire Spread with Partially Effective Suppression  

For each fire, at each time step of the analysis, the model checks to see what is the available flow for 
fire suppression activities and what number of fire trucks are at the scene of the fire. Based upon the 
size of the fire at that time, the model calculates the number of fire trucks needed and the amount of 
water normally needed to control the fire. From these values, two ratios are calculated:  
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The reduction factor is set to the serviceability index obtained from Chapter 8.  The typical discharge 
from a hydrant is around 1750 gallons/min.  Finally, the number of hydrants available at the scene of 
the fire is estimated as follows:  

 

Where Kd, Ku, and Ks are previously defined.  Note that 100 is the average spacing in meters 
between fire hydrants (typically, the spacing is in the range 60 m to 150 m).  The coefficient 1.5 
reflects the assumption of 50% of additional fire hydrants from adjacent blocks or equivalent will be 
available to fight the fire.  

Based on the calculated values of Rtruck and Rwater, the fire suppression effectiveness is:  

 

This equation reflects the following logic. If the available trucks and water are much less than 
required, then there is good chance that the fire will spread. Conversely, if most of the trucks and 
water needed are available, then the fire suppression effectiveness is much better.  

Due to fire suppression, the rate of fire spread will be slowed down and the reduced rate will be  

 

The Spread Rate is the key variable used in determining the spread of the fire. Equations 10-13 and 
10-14 together provide the prediction as to the effectiveness of partial fire suppression in stopping 
urban conflagration.  

10.2.3.4.7 Fire Spread at Natural Fire Breaks  

Fire breaks are one of the ways to stop fires from spreading.  Fire breaks abound in an urban area and 
include streets, highways, parks, and lakes.  The model accounts for fire breaks as follows:  

 Fires can spread within a city block following equation 10-3 as modified by equation 10-14. The 
model keeps track of the spread.    

 The average city block is assumed to have two rows of houses, and there are 15 houses down a 
single side of a block. The average length of a city block is taken as the average of the width and 
length of the block.  If the user does not supply the average width of a city block street, including 
sidewalks, then the model will use default width of 25 meters.  

 The model assumes that every fifth fire break is three times wider than the average city street fire 
break.  These wide fire breaks account for the presence of wide boulevards, interstate highways, 
parks and lakes.  

 If the fire spread just reaches a fire break, then there is a probability that the fire break will 
control the fire, even with no active suppression or partial suppression ongoing. The probability 
of the fire jumping the fire break increases with the wind velocity, decreases with the width of 
the fire break, and decreases if there is active fire suppression as shown in Figure 10.5.  Figure 
10.5 is adapted from Scawthorn, 1987, and combined with judgment.   
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R10.3 Guidance for Expert-Generated Estimates  

As described in Section 10.2, the FFE model makes several simplifying assumptions about the study 
area. Any or all of these assumptions can be relaxed, and the resulting FFE model will be more 
refined.  The reader may adjust the model by relaxing the following assumptions:  

 Analyze the actual water system, for each pressure zone.  Many water systems are made up of 
dozens of pressure zones, many interdependent upon each other.  With zone-by-zone 
information, the analysis can much better identify which parts of the study area are most prone to 
conflagration.  

 Adjust the model for urban intermix fuels, if these conditions are applicable to the study area.  
Fire spreads are much higher in these areas than in urban areas.  The analysis will have to digitize 
in the fuel mix for each cell of the model, and adjust the fire spread model accordingly.  

 Add high flow water system boundaries to the model.  In some areas of the city, the water system 
may be designed to provide very high flows: 24" diameter (or larger) transmission pipes (with 
hydrants) which carry flows on the order of 20,000 gpm or higher. If there are adequate fire 
department resources available, then almost any fire can be stopped at these locations, even under 
relatively high winds.  Of course, the Water System Lifeline module will have to also be 
analyzed to determine if these pipes break under the earthquake.  
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Table 10.1 Summary Count of Ignition Data 

Earthquake Num. ignitions in data set Source of Data 
1971 San Fernando 91 Unpublished data 
1983 Coalinga 3 (Scawthorn 1984) 
1984 Morgan Hill  6 (Scawthorn 1985) 
1986 N. Palm Springs 1 (EERI 1986) 
1987 Whittier Narrows 20 (Wiggins 1988) 
1989 Loma Prieta 36 (Mohammadi et al. 1992; 

Scawthorn 1991) 
1994 Northridge 81 (Scawthorn et al. 1997) 
Total number of ignitions 238  

 

 

 

Add New 
Table 10.1 
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Figure 10.1 Distribution of ignitions vs. MMI in seven selected Earthquakes 
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Figure 10.2  PGA frequency distribution for study data set (n=1,435) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.3   Ignition Rate data and regression as a function of PGA (n=1,435) 
(see text for discussion of variance about regression) 
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APPENDIX B -  RESPONSE TO REVIEWERS COMMENTS 

 
 
 

To Bill Holmes 

Brian Meacham 

Philip Schneider 

Mourad Bouhafs 

4 March 2009

From Charles Scawthorn  

cc Keith Porter  

Re Response to Review Comments on Report “Task 3 Report re 
FFE Ignition Equations - Scawthorn 20 Feb 09” 

Client: NIBS 

 
This memo responds to review comments on the subject document provided by Brian Meacham 
and Bill Holmes.  We first quote the two sets of comments, and then respond to each.  
Comments by Brian Meacham 

Philip, 
 
I am not completely familiar with all of the background work that is referenced, so for my 
clarification, I wanted to ask if the data and analysis is focused only on earthquake-
related ignitions, or considers any ignitions in the 24-hour period following an 
earthquake?  I ask because we have some 500,000 reported structure fires per year 
across the US (meaning FD response, so equivalent to 'ignitions' as used in the report), 
so there is some probability of ignition within any given census tract within any given 24-
hour period (e.g., if there were 3650 'ignitions' per year in SF, that would mean an 
average of 10 ignitions per day, regardless of earthquake).   
 
The implications may or may not be important. On the one hand, if the aim is to 
understand how many ignitions a FD may have to deal with following an earthquake, I 
would think the data should consider all likely ignitions (what might normally be 
expected plus earthquake related ignitions).  The might raise the total.  On the other hand, 
if the data for post-earthquake fires does not clearly indicate that the fire was a direct 
result of an earthquake, the 'non earthquake' fire ignitions may already be included.  
 
Also, I am not clear on the basis for the temporal distribution. If it is just looking at any 
ignition in the period of time following an earthquake, then the distribution may make 
sense.  If it is intended to reflect only 'earthquake related' ignitions, I would need more 
information.  (If I understand correctly, Table 19 indicates 62% of ignitions (reports) 
occurring after 4 hours -- is this what the data actually tell us?  Seems to be gas and 
electricity are off by then, and ignition potential decreases, although fires which started 
earlier may have yet to be responded to given resource limitations.)  Again, if the focus is 
to understand how many fires the FD will have to deal with in the 24 hours after an 
earthquake, this may not matter too much.  
 

SPA Risk LLC           memo 
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As noted in the report, the uncertainty with using just a statistical approach can be 
significant, and a hybrid approach might yield better predictions (depending, of course, 
on what you are trying to predict / plan for). 
 
Regards, 
Brian 

 
in regard to the same topic, Bill Holmes followed with an email: 

I had some of the same questions when I read the "temporal distribution" section. In 
addition to the importance of the definition relating to eq-caused ignitions and total 
ignitions, the other issue is whether a delay is due to a delay in reporting or a delay in 
ignition.  The fire doesn't know when it was reported--it will spread after it starts.  I 
guess it depends on how the number of ignitions is used for both determining demand on 
services and for fire spread. 

 
In a separate email, Bill Holmes provided comments: 

I have reviewed the latest submittal dated February 20, 2009.  As previously noted, this is 
not in the range of my primary expertise, but I have a few general comments: 

1. I may have missed the rational, but why are we updating the ignitions portion of 
fire-following and not looking at the other aspects (fire spread, etc)? 

2. It is pointed out on page 10 that the conversion from MMI to PGA shown in the 
Chapter 10 of the HAZUS manual, is in disagreement with most other 
relationships.  The conversion table is not referenced.  It is my understanding that 
the methodology now recommended has effectively converted MMI to PGA 
through shake maps and includes deleting Table 10.1 from the HAZUS manual.  If 
this is not the case, the conversion used should be carefully considered and 
referenced.  If this conversion is used elsewhere in the HAZUS methodology (I 
couldn’t find a case), we should correct it there as well. 

3. It is my understanding that the new ignition rate will be related to PGA in 
HAZUS.  The maps of ignition rates for the various events for inclusion in the 
manual (new Figure 10.1) should also be related to PGA. 

4. It does not appear to affect the recommendations here, but the use of x%URM in 
Equation 2 (page 15) is suspect because the percent of total building area that is 
URM is not accurate, at least at the default inventory level. 

5. I don’t understand the use of Population Density to “identify a more meaningful 
set of tracts.” The text goes on to say, “the fire following earthquake problem is 
relatively negligible in such sparsely populated tracts, as fire spread is typically 
nil.”  Isn’t fire following a big concern in the urban-forest interface?  The 
ignitions may be reduced with a less dense population, but the fire spread could 
be worse.  Is the use of Population Density justified? 

 
Response 
Thank you for your review comments.  We respond first to Brian’s comments which we believe 
may be summarized as two questions and one comment: a) were non-EQ ignitions included in 
the analysis? b) clarification of the temporal distribution? and c) a comment re uncertainty.  We 
respond/discuss as follows: 
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a) re whether the analysis was done for EQ-caused ignitions, or all ignitions in the period 
following the EQ (ie, EQ-caused and non-EQ-caused)?  Clearly, in the end, we want an estimate 
of the total burden on the fire service, so the final estimate should be EQ-caused plus non-EQ-
caused ignitions.   In actuality, for the seven earthquakes considered in the analysis, case-by-case 
all ignitions following the earthquake, or only EQ ignitions, were considered, with the emphasis 
being on EQ ignitions. Table 14 from the report, with an additional comment column explains 
that some of the data are all ignitions, and some (esp. Northridge) focused primarily on EQ 
ignitions only, and therefore underestimate the total burden.   

Table 14 Summary Count of Ignition Data 

Earthquake Num. 
ignitions 

in data set 

Source of Data Comments on Data 

1971 San 
Fernando 

91 Unpublished 
data 

I collected all LAFD station logs and and 
tabulated all responses that day.  Hence, most if 
not all ignitions (EQ+nonEQ) included.  

1983 
Coalinga 

3 (Scawthorn 
1984) 

All ignitions that day were EQ caused 

1984 Morgan 
Hill  

6 (Scawthorn 
1985) 

I recorded only ignitions that were EQ caused – 
there may have been others, do not know. 

1986 N. Palm 
Springs 

1 (EERI 1986) I recorded only ignitions that were EQ caused. 
Don’t think there were others. 

1987 Whittier 
Narrows 

20 (Wiggins 1988) Wiggins doesn’t state whether ignitions are EQ-
causes or not. 

1989 Loma 
Prieta 

36 (Mohammadi et 
al. 1992; 
Scawthorn 
1991) 

All SFFD responses were tabulated, with most 
if not all attributed to EQ.  Outside San 
Francisco, only EQ ignitions were tabulated.  

1994 
Northridge 

81 (Scawthorn et 
al. 1997) 

Collected all data – for LAFD there were 77 
EQ-ign of total of 161 Ign that day; for Sta 
Monica FD 4/15; however, EQ igns were 
typically larger fires, and many non-EQ igns 
were rubbish etc.  For LAFD, of 105 struct 
fires, 55 (52%) were EQ igns, and of 4 mobile 
home fires, 100% were EQ igns.  In summary, 
non-EQ igns not included in analysis.  

Total 
number of 

ignitions 

238   
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In regard to the comment re 500,000 reported structure fires per year across the US, then for City 
of San Francisco (population 700,000) that prorates to 3.2 ignitions per day 
(500,000/365/3e8*7e5), which is a bit low for San Francisco (I don't have actual response data at 
hand but I think they average more runs than that) whereas Table 10 in report (which I've just 
noticed is mislabeled, I will forward corrected report following final comments) indicates 10 
ignitions in 7 hours following EQ, and 23 ignitions in first 31 hours (ie, thru end of 18th 
October). So, at least in this case, the earthquake 'signal to background’ ratio is strong.  
In summary, the data is an amalgam of EQ and non-EQ ignitions.  Brian’s comment has 
highlighted that previous regressions and the equation in the report may exclude to some extent 
(not totally) non-EQ ignitions, and therefore somewhat underestimate the total burden on the fire 
service.  This aspect deserves future research.  
b) clarification of the temporal distribution?  The temporal distribution is based on 119 data 
points with time information, weighted towards Northridge data, and are more representative of 
times of EQ ignitions.  As discussed above, the data are an amalgam.  As for Brian’s reading that 
62% of ignitions (reports) occurring after 4 hours -- is this what the data actually tell us?  Seems 
to be gas and electricity are off by then, and ignition potential decreases, although fires which 
started earlier may have yet to be responded to given resource limitations.), (i) the table 
indicates 38% after 4 hours and 61% after 8 hours, so Brian may have misread table.  In any 
event, the table is what ‘data tells us’.   Regarding gas and electricity being off by then, 
electricity may be off in higher intensity areas, gas is typically not ‘off’ – even if transmission 
lines are valved off (which I don’t they have been in the subject earthquakes), there is substantial 
residual gas and pressure in the distribution system.  PG&E has reportedly installed a ‘block’ 
valving system, which I don’t have information on, so can’t comment.  In the Loma Prieta event, 
power failed in San Francisco but remained on in much of the Peninsular and all of the East Bay.   
 

Table 19 Fraction of Ignition (reports) following the Earthquake 
Report Time After Earthquake % Ignitions

1 min 0% 

5 mins 0% 

15 mins 7% 

30 mins 12% 

1 hour 20% 

2 hrs 29% 

4 hrs 38% 

8 hrs 61% 

12 hrs 68% 

24 hrs 92% 

2nd day almost all 
 
I’ll respond here to Bill’s comment following up on Brian’s email, re temporal distribution. That 
comment was: 
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I had some of the same questions when I read the "temporal distribution" section. In 
addition to the importance of the definition relating to eq-caused ignitions and total 
ignitions, the other issue is whether a delay is due to a delay in reporting or a delay in 
ignition.  The fire doesn't know when it was reported--it will spread after it starts.  I 
guess it depends on how the number of ignitions is used for both determining demand on 
services and for fire spread. 

By delay I assume you mean the time difference between the time of the earthquake and the time 
of the report.  In truth of course, we don’t know times of ignition, only times of report, but can 
estimate times of ignition by the size of the fire at the time of first response – if it’s a major fire 
on first arrival and the response time was only a few minutes, then there probably was a delay in 
reporting.  This sort of analysis hasn’t been done.  In my data collection of the various events, I 
interviewed (in substantial detail) many of the first responding firefighters, and was myself at the 
Marina fire within about 35 minutes following the earthquake.  I also was in Osaka at time of 
Kobe earthquake, and overflew Kobe early afternoon of same day (about 9 hours following 
earthquake).   
In summary, based on my experience, I would say most EQ ignitions are reported in a fairly 
timely manner, and most of the time lag (from time of earthquake to time of report) is due to lag 
in ignition, not lag in reporting (although all post-EQ reports tend to lag relative to normal non-
EQ report times).  The lag in post-EQ response is typically larger than the lag in reporting.  For 
your information, in my fire modeling (which isn’t the HAZUS model), I account for each of 
these aspects in fire growth.  
c) a comment re uncertainty.  I quote the comment here: 

As noted in the report, the uncertainty with using just a statistical approach can be 
significant, and a hybrid approach might yield better predictions (depending, of course, 
on what you are trying to predict / plan for). 

and must admit I don’t understand what is meant. There is significant uncertainty as we point out 
in Figure 16 and discuss how to deal with in section 5.2.  What Brian means by a ‘hybrid 
approach’ I don’t know.  Would you mean a combination of a mechanistic model calibrated by 
statistical evidence?  I have developed these in other applications, so understand the concept (if 
that is what was meant), and have proposed this for HAZUS, but the current scope of work did 
not include that.  
Regarding Bill Holmes’ comments, I respond to each in turn: 

1. I may have missed the rational, but why are we updating the ignitions portion of 
fire-following and not looking at the other aspects (fire spread, etc)? 

Response:  We quite agree.  Our Task 2 report (Enhancements in HAZUS-MH Fire Following 
Earthquake, Prepared for PBS&J and the National Institute of Building Sciences, 21 March 2008, 
SPA Project No. 10010-01-07-01) critiqued and recommended an overhaul of the entire 
methodology.  I can tell you that while most of HAZUS has gained in user confidence and use, 
frankly no one uses the fire following earthquake module of HAZUS as it is well-known to be 
erroneous.  Regarding our Task 2 report, for your information the summary of our recommended 
program is excerpted here: 
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and, for this current ignition aspect, we are budgeted with less than 20% of the $125k 
recommended.  This is a topic more properly directed to Phil, who I’m sure is struggling with 
budget pressures.  

2. It is pointed out on page 10 that the conversion from MMI to PGA shown in the 
Chapter 10 of the HAZUS manual, is in disagreement with most other 
relationships.  The conversion table is not referenced.  It is my understanding that 
the methodology now recommended has effectively converted MMI to PGA 
through shake maps and includes deleting Table 10.1 from the HAZUS manual.  If 
this is not the case, the conversion used should be carefully considered and 
referenced.  If this conversion is used elsewhere in the HAZUS methodology (I 
couldn’t find a case), we should correct it there as well. 

Response:  There are several points to respond to here: (i) the equation now recommended did 
not convert MMI to PGA – see footnote 4 on page 18.  We regressed against PGA derived from 
ShakeMaps, and against MMI derived from ShakeMaps, and did not convert MMI-PGA or vice 
versa.  Of course, the ShakeMaps estimate MMI via a hybrid PGA-PGV conversion11.  (ii) in our 
rewrite we do delete Table 10.1 from the HAZUS manual – that is our recommendation.  The 
conversion isn’t referenced and so far as we can tell is unpublished and undocumented. We 
discussed it in our Task 2 report, where we showed the following figure: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
 
11  Wald, D. J., Quitorano, V., Heaton, T., and Kanamori, H. (1999). "Relationships between peak ground 

acceleration, peak ground velocity, and modified Mercalli intensity in California." Earthquake Spectra, Vol. 
15(3, pp. 557-564. Aug.). 
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Why this is used in HAZUS rather than the widely used Trifunac and Brady or the more recent 
and now accepted Wald et al conversions, we don’t understand. Admittedly, Wald et al wasn’t 
available when this chapter was written (more than a decade ago).  So far as we know, the 
conversion is only used in Chapter 10, not used elsewhere in HAZUS, and deleting it is no loss.  

3. It is my understanding that the new ignition rate will be related to PGA in 
HAZUS.  The maps of ignition rates for the various events for inclusion in the 
manual (new Figure 10.1) should also be related to PGA. 

Response:  Yes, the recommended new ignition equation is related to PGA (as was the previous).  
We plotted the maps in MMI because we thought most readers would more readily comprehend 
MMI.  We can convert figures to PGA, or put in a comment that isoseismals are MMI for ease of 
comprehension, although analysis was PGA.  Please let us know your preference (Note: PGA 
figures are now included in report).  

4. It does not appear to affect the recommendations here, but the use of x%URM in 
Equation 2 (page 15) is suspect because the percent of total building area that is 
URM is not accurate, at least at the default inventory level. 

Response:  Thank you.  We would agree, both that no response is needed, and that use of URM 
would require further work.  We didn’t use the URM covariate for a number of reasons (e.g., 
many URMs have been retrofitted).  

5. I don’t understand the use of Population Density to “identify a more meaningful 
set of tracts.” The text goes on to say, “the fire following earthquake problem is 
relatively negligible in such sparsely populated tracts, as fire spread is typically 
nil.”  Isn’t fire following a big concern in the urban-forest interface?  The 
ignitions may be reduced with a less dense population, but the fire spread could 
be worse.  Is the use of Population Density justified? 

Response:   The historical record has been that fire following earthquake is not a problem in the 
wildland-urban interface (WUI).  There have been no wildland fires following earthquakes (with 
the exception of a very minor brush fire in the North Palm Spring event). Non-earthquake-related 
WUI is certainly a concern, at selected times of the year when adverse meteorological conditions 
prevail – the likelihood of an earthquake occurring during that time is the proration of the 
fraction of the time those conditions prevail, which may be about 10% of the time in coastal 
California.  We used population density to screen out a lot of what we judged to be irrelevant 
data. The recommended regression can be applied to scattered houses in the forest – being few, 
the likelihood of an ignition is small, times the likelihood of wildland fire spread, the result is 
negligible compared to the virtual certainty of major fires in densely built urban areas (with 
much larger values).  The essence of the fire following earthquake is urban conflagration.  In 
summary, we believe the use of the population density screen was justified, and beneficial to the 
analysis.  
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